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HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS REPORT

This report summarizes the staff conclusions and recommendations for

the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority's first comprehensive
program for mass transportation. It is submitted herewith to the Board
of Directors of the Authority for its consideration and, therefore, the

proposals have no official status until the Board acts upon them. In turn,

the Board of Directors will submit its findings to the Advisory Board of

the Authority and seek that Board's approval.

The comprehensive program is designed to meet the requirements of

Chapter 16 of the General Laws of Massachusetts as amended by Chapter
563 of the Acts of 1964 and permit expenditure of all available funds.

This program, consisting of five new extensions, the upgrading of a sixth,

the modernization of the existing system, the upgrading of equipment, we
believe, in general, accomplishes the original objectives of the Common-
wealth's Transportation Act of 1964 within the financial limits then set.

General system improvements are accomplished, moreover, which were
not then expected within the moneys made available. Further, the Authority

will be able to meet the statutory requirement that the extensions of ex-

press service be operated without an operating deficit.

Major features of the staff proposal are as follows:

1

.

The Authority has available to it capital funds estimated to be $299
million. The bonding authority of $225 millionprovided by the Legis-
lature will be increased by Federal aid and the return on sale of

assets of an amount now estimated to be $74 million.

2. It is proposed that the Authority adopt a $299 million Immediate
Action Program, as described herein, which could be completed dur-
ing 1969 and would be an effective and major improvement toward an
efficient metropolitan area network of public transportation. The
Action Program is designed to be the most effective allocation of

presently available local, State and Federal funds.



3. The benefits to the communities and to the traveling public from the

Immediate Action Program will be substantial. Permanent, reliable

and reasonable cost transportation will become available to many in

both suburbs and central cities; many automobile users will change to

transit, meaning highway congestion and accidents will be reduced and
highway construction needs will ultimately be reduced; the central

cities will regain much of the accessibility and attractiveness' of the

past; transit stations and vehicles will be modernized and travel

conditions made pleasant; and new transit facilities and equipment
which replace obsolete facilities and equipment will be less costly to

operate.

4. The Immediate Action Program will not require the elimination of

private common carriers now serving the area although there may
well be substantial change in the services now provided by some
firms. The Action Program calls for retention of substantially re-

vised and reduced commuter railroad operations—however, retnetion

of even this service is dependent entirely upon the Authority's ability

to secure the changes in labor costs and other matters that it believes

are possible to achieve.

5. Beyond this initial development, the metropolitan area will require

additional capital funds to provide a complete long-range transporta-

tion system. Further studies among the several agencies and com-
munities is required during 1966 to determine the need for added
facilities and develop means for financing them. A preliminary
analysis of what these developments might be is described in this

report but they are not presently proposed for adoption.

6. The proposals in this report are the result of coordinated planning

and design with other organizations and agencies and represent a

thoughtful and comprehensive program of capital improvements.
They represent the first systematic in depth analysis and presentation

of public transportation needs since the Coolidge Commission Reports
of 1945 and 1947.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout its history, the Boston area has looked favorably upon the de-

velopment of public transit facilities. At the turn of the century it was

a world leader in building subways for transit. But with rare exception

since World War I, this favorable general attitude has not been sufficient

to actually accomplish specific substantial transit improvements regard-

less of how obvious was their need.

A new era appears to be in the making for public transit. The general

public and the governmental leadership are becoming aware that to pre-

pare for a satisfactory future of urban living there must be action. This

is true both nationally and in Massachusetts.

There is a growing realization that cities and suburbs, that is, whole

metropolitan areas, must develop positive and concerted programs of

action to make our urban areas more livable. Toward this objective,

widespread agreement now exists that a wider choice of means of getting

about must be offered the traveling public; a more complete and integrated

system of transit highways and facilities must be developed.

Fortunately, no great emotional battle is raging in metropolitan Boston

between highway and transit groups. The policies of both the Massachu-

setts Department of Public Works and the Massachusetts Bay Transporta-

tion Authority recognize the special role of each as well as the common

interests of each. The highway officials have made it clear that they

recognize there is a limit to the amount of new highways that could be built

within congested areas because of space and financial limitations and that

better transit will help the highway system. All agree that travel needs

cannot be solved by the highway program alone nor by transit improve-

ments alone.

It is not the primary purpose of this report to describe exactly how much

transit is to be needed ultimately because this need will be, to a degree,

determined by changing public attitudes and feelings toward transit travel.
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Not all urban trips can be handled effectively by automobile.



It will also require, in any event, further analysis by the cooperative plan-

ning efforts of the responsible public agencies. But there are many indi-

cations that if the Authority can help fulfill the desire for an attractive

livable and efficient urban environment by the construction of the first

stages of a new and successful transit system, there could be a very great

increase in the amount of transit that will be demanded in the 1970' s and

beyond.

This is true because a much-improved transit system that is really com-

patible with today's living standard can be one of the main factors in

revitalizing our central cities and giving a more coherent form and struc-

ture to the fast-growing suburban communities. It seems clear that the

Authority is one of the perhaps half dozen major factors involved in de-

termining the degree to which metropolitan Boston, and the Common-

wealth, rebuilds itself and establishes its economic role in the national

scene for the remainder of this century. Other major factors include, of

course, the renewal programs of various cities and towns, the attractive-

ness of Logan International Airport and the quality of our higher institu-

tions of learning.

A. Marketing Mass Transit.

The marketing of public transportation like the marketing of any product

is a process of constant measuring of the market and a constant improve-

ment, refinement or replacement of the product to meet the market. And,

as in other marketing, it is also a constant process of creating demand

by informing the public of the benefits of the product, particularly when

the product undergoes major improvement.

In a large urban area, it is evident the automobile cannot do the whole job.

In an urban society, too many people want to do too many things in too

small a space to make it possible for each individual to be accompanied

by a ton and a half of metal wherever he goes.

But the automobile isamarket-orientedproduct. Today's product has the

experience of six decades of marketing skill behind it. People want auto-

mobiles; people buy automobiles: people use automobiles. The industry

has learned how to cater to the consumer's desires.
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In the marketing sense, compared to the automobile, transit today pro-

vides poor competition. The automobile industry has been refining its

marketing skills over the past several decades; the purveyors of transit

have only recently recognized this discipline.

Nevertheless, people want transit; people buy transit; people use transit —

even in the absence of a smoothly functioning marketing organization that

seeks out and satisfies the consumer's every desire. The present market

for transit is large, but shrinking— asapercentage of total market, if not

absolutely. When product needs are improved and the public informed of

them, the transit market could be made to grow.

The automobile industry has learned that despite its own cost desires, it

cannot market a single model, a single color, a single horsepower or a

single price. Transit cannot expect to be successful in the marketplace

by only an analysis of its costs. Past piecemeal attempts to provide

maximum public transit services to the maximum market have only re-

duced the quality of the product offered with the corresponding loss of

public appeal.

Fundamental to the Authority's plans, therefore, is the desire to serve

satisfactorily as many of its various submarkets as possible with a sub-

stantially improved product. This will be backed by the best marketing

techniques that are available to develop favorable attitudes of the public

towards transit.

B. Cooperative Planning Process.

Over the past forty years there have been no less than three plans for

transit system improvements advanced from the Boston area: in 1926,

1945-47 and 1963. However, the first two are seriously out of date and

the latter was not the result of comprehensive, coordinated planning ef-

forts.

Over the past three years, moreover, the overall planning effort has

broadened. The Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project has

initiated a regional development and planning process which relates
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Example of modern suburban rapid transit station — Stockholm, Sweden, 1964.

The Newton Center Station on the Riverside Line.



comprehensive transit needs to those of the highways. It relates these

both to total regional growth potential at a scale and level of sophistica-

tion never before attempted in Massachusetts.

The planning project is being undertaken jointly by the Massachusetts De-

partment of Public Works, the Massachusetts Department of Commerce

and Development, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council and the Massa-

chusetts Bay Transportation Authority. It is financed by the first two

agencies.

State and Federal law and sound business practice require that the de-

velopment programs of the Authority be consistent with the comprehen-

sive regional plans developed by the general planning agency for the

Boston area — that is, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council— and be

based upon overall transportation plans adopted by the Department of

Public Works. The Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project

is the vehicle by which these agencies are, at present, obtaining their

basic planning information. For example, the first Planning Project

analysis report will describe the results of the initial analysis of possible

1990 transportation networks. The proposals set forth in this compre-

hensive transitprogram report are based upon these studies and consistent

with it, in the opinion of the Authority staff.

The cooperative Planning Project is still underway. During the next year

the four agencies of the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project

are scheduled to jointly develop and evaluate a series of alternative long

range plans to better guide near- future and long- range regional growth and

regional public works policies. Since the transportation network is a

basic determinent of the pattern ofurban growth, these alternatives must,

of course, consider alternative transportation networks as well. To con-

tinue to be consistent with the results of the comprehensive regional plan-

ning process, the Authority's own comprehensive transit program will be

revised and updated from time to time.

The major goal of cooperative metropolitan planning is much more than to

produce an official report and plan for effective regional growth and public

works investment. Of great value is the creating of a forum to consider
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the views of all principal parties, private and public, in the metropolitan

area and reaching an understanding that all will stand to benefit by working

out decisions in the light of the best information available, in continuing

communication with each other, and by actively participating in a rational

planning process.

Joint efforts among agencies do not consist merely of a constant round of

committee meetings and community debates. What can be expected is that

they be made in the light of the best information available and with as many

affected parties being kept as informed as possible.

The Authority recognizes that various groups in a metropolitan community

do have conflicting aims, goals and outlooks and these conflicts can never

be entirely eliminated. But mutuality of interests can be sought out and

nourished, for conflicts and disputes occur as frequently from ignorance

and distrust of motives as from basic disagreement on issues. As these

issues are brought into sharp focus and carefully defined, many tend to

disappear in the process.

It is the Authority's policy to adhere to this open discussion procedure in

the interest of producing the best possible results with the funds available.
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CHAPTER II

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

The fundamental purpose of this report is to propose a sound allocation of

Authority financial resources among alternative projects that could con-

tribute to the modernization of public transportation facilities in metro-

politan Boston, and permit construction to proceed on the entire expansion

program.

The task is not a simple one. The funds available through the legislation

that created the Authority were intended only to build an initial, although

unspecified, series of improvements. It was recognized that the initial

series needed more professional study anda complete expansion program

would require still more effort. Both of these could best be determined

by a comprehensive planning effort carried on by the several appropriate

public agencies. But selecting the initial projects inevitably means set-

ting aside, for later financing, other projects which appear equally desir-

able, but not as beneficial.

A. Available Capital Funds

The Authority has available to it for an initial program an amount esti-

mated to be $299 million. The funds will be available through the issue of

$225 million of Authority bonds, Federal aid through the Urban Mass

Transportation Act of 1964, and certain other sources.

Federal transit aid now authorized would provide Massachusetts with a

maximum of $46.9 million. It is estimated that because of the advanced

state of Authority planning and imp ending construction, and the clear need,

the Commonwealth can receive the maximum amount under the law. From

this amount, it has recently been estimated by the Department of Public

Works that only one million dollars of the total appears to be needed by

June 30, 1967 by other areas of Massachusetts.

It is estimated conservatively, nevertheless, that $45 million will be

available to the Authority from the present Federal authorization. How-

II-
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ever, new legislation is being considered by the Congress which would

increase, as a minimum, the Federal transit aid for the Authority by

approximately $11 million. Thus, it is estimated that the initial program

of the Authority will have $56 million of Federal transit aid.

Additional Federal non-transit financial aid has already been secured by

the Authority through the Boston Redevelopment Authority in the amount

of $12 million. This is an urban renewal contribution to assist in re-

moving and relocating the elevated rapid transit line from Charlestown as

part of that urban renewal project.

The Authority intends to seek further renewal fund assistance for other

projects which will materially contribute to urban renewal programs.

However, no allowance is made at this time for such financial aid.

In addition the Authority will dispose of its obsolete Bennett- Eliot yards

and shops to assist in the development of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Library facilities in Cambridge, in accordance with Chapter 864 of the

Acts of 1965. The net value of the property to be disposed has not been

finally determined. However, for the purposes of estimating probable

available funds, it is assumed that $6 million will become available to the

capital improvement fund from this special case ofproperty disposal and

will offset the cost of providing new facilities.

B. Features of Available Funds.

Legislation provides that a portion of the debt service on bonds will be

met by the Commonwealth through a fund supported by a two- cent tax on

cigarettes. The fund also provides other forms of transit aid for public

and private transit and railroad firms throughout the State.

Of the $225 million of bonding authorization, $145 million— approximately

two-thirds — is to be supported by the tax fund and the remaining $80

million is a responsibility of the Authority through revenue and assess-

ments on member communities. Other features of the bonding provisions

are explained later in this report.
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One major feature to identify here, however, is the financial requirement

that the Authority adopt a comprehensive program for public transporta-

tion improvements. The program has specific requirements and the

following is taken directly from the legislation creating the Authority:

"Such program shall be based upon transportation plans and

programs adopted by the public works commission (i.e., the

Department of Public Works) pursuant to section five A of

chapter sixteen, shall be prepared in consultation with the

department of commerce and development, the metropolitan

area planning council, and such agencies of the commonwealth

or of the federal government as may be concerned with the

said program, and shall be subject to the approval of the ad-

visory board. . . .".

As noted in Chapter I, the Authority is meeting this requirement.

Federal transit aid requirements have parallel provisions to ensure eco-

nomical, proper and coordinated expenditure of funds.

The Authority has received final approval for Federal aid for its $9 million

Station Modernization Program. Federal aid amounts to two-thirds of a

project's cost and thus will be $6 million on this project. Until the

Authority adopts a comprehensive program, it is limited in the Federal

aid it receives to one-half of a project's cost. However, the planning

efforts of the Authority are designed to fully meet the Federal require-

ments and result in the entire $6 million being available.

The Authority has three other Federal aid applications in various stages

of review at this time and they will, if approved, use the entire amount of

Federal transit aid now available.

C. Objectives in Fund Allocation.

Satisfying the basic purpose and mission of the Authority must be the

major objective in allocation of capital funds. The General Court es-

tablished the following as the major purpose and duty:

II-
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"To develop, finance and operate a mass transportation sys-

tem, complementing other forms of transportation, which will

promote the general economic and social well-being of the

metropolitan area and the Commonwealth .

"

In interpreting this charge, the Authority has identified a number of goals

and objectives which, in turn, have aided in determining the way in which

to allocate the funds so as to obtain the maximum short and long range

return from available resources.

In brief, the following indicates major goals of the Authority:

• Provide essential transit services, directly or indirectly,

in an economic manner.

• Provide transit services needed to complement and/or

reduce highway programs and needs.

• Act to promote favorable economic development of the area.

•Improve present services and costs.

• Anticipate future customer wants and regional development.

• Seek improved public attitudes toward transit.

These goals have been further identified by the following objectives, both

in allocating available funds and in generally operating the Authority:

1. The present system must be the basis for building an improved

system. Present services and facilities must be improved and

modernized and new services must evolve logically from the existing

plant. This includes the facilities of private bus carriers and com-

muter railroads to the extent it is less expensive to the public to use

their facilities than to directly operate the service by the Authority.

2. The new system must be metropolitan-wide in scope and be com-

plete enough to meet the needs, directly or indirectly, of all 78

member communities. While meeting present needs is essential,

adequate planning and design must provide flexibility within the

initial developments to be able to adjust to meet the needs of the

II-
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next generation, to adjust to rapidly changing land development

patterns, and to accept technological improvement in public trans-

portation.

3. The new system must meet, to the extent practicable, the

modern, competitive standards of speed, comfort, convenience and

attractiveness of other forms of travel and make use of the most ad-

vanced technological developments that have been demonstrated to

be feasible and superior.

4. New facilities and equipment must be provided and unnecessary

expensive operations reduced or eliminated so as to permit im-

proved management procedures to produce the most efficient and

lowest cost operations possible.

5. Projects should receive priority consideration where they will

specifically complement major highway, renewal or other public

works and/or promote the economic development or stabilization of

individual communities.

6. Projects should receive priority consideration where it appears

there is unusual opportunity to permit displaying the distinctive

values of modern transit, reach into a large and active transit

market, encourage favorable public attitudes toward public trans-

portation, and otherwise improve the prospects for further financing

the remaining system needs.

7. Projects should be so located and selected that costly, low-

speed local transit operations can be replaced, bus and automobile

feeders to rapid transit can move over relatively uncongested ex-

pressways and arterials, the more inconvenient and time consuming

transfers can be eliminated, and adequate parking facilities can be

provided.

Not all objectives can be fully met in any one project, nor are all neces-

sarily applicable to each potential project. But they have provided the

basis upon which the selection of projects and the allocation has made.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PLANNING METHODOLOGY

The Authority's planning staff and its consultants have analyzed and eval-

uated transportation needs based on regional growth trends and potential.

The Authority has benefited from the assistance of the Eastern Massa-

chusetts Regional Planning Project and its sponsoring agencies, and is

participating with these agencies in a continuing comprehensive regional

transportation planning process. The Authority's planning staff has re-

viewed past proposals for transit improvements, evaluated its existing

facilities and those of the private carriers, and examined new technologi-

cal developments. It has conducted preliminary cost and locating en-

gineering studies and traffic analyses of a series of possible alternative

routes in all sectors. It has used millions of units of information, often

requiring the assistance of high-speed electronic computers for tabula-

tion and analysis. It is on the basis of these studies that this comprehen-

sive transit development program is proposed for consideration, review

and discussion.

A. Basing the Program on Regional Analyses.

The Authority depended upon the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning

Project and its sponsoring agencies for data on population and employ-

ment growth and distribution and for other basic data.

The Metropolitan Area Planning Council has found in the population and

employment forecasts prepared for the Eastern Massachusetts Regional

Planning Project that a moderate rate of growth can be expected between

now and the forecast year of 1990 within the 78 cities and towns that make

up the Authority's district. For the Eastern Massachusetts region of 152

cities and towns, the estimated 1963 population of 3,580,000 can be ex-

pected to grow to about 5,000,000 by 1990.
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The Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project anticipates that the

greatest growth, proportionately, will be on the periphery of the Author-

ity's district, in the suburban communities located between Routes 128

and Interstate 495. This development is expected to be predominantly at

low densities.

The Regional Planning Project also anticipates that Boston, Cambridge and

five adjacent communities will remain the largest and most concentrated

employment centers, although its total proportion of regional jobs will de-

cline.

A continuation of the post-war trend of employment decentralization is

anticipated. In 1950 the seven major employment centers of the Boston

core, Merrimack Valley, Lynn-Salem, Route 128, Quincy-Braintree,

Brockton and Framingham-Natick, accounted for 873,000 or 71% of the

1,228,000 jobs in the region. The Project's forecasts indicate that these

seven centers will account for 1,117,000 or 66% of the 1,700,00 regional

jobs in 1990.

It would appear from these regional forecasts that the decentralization of

both homes and jobs will continue, increasing the difficulties of providing

the total population with public transportation service. These projections

suggest that an increasing proportion of the total population will depend

exclusively on private transportation as they make their daily trips be-

tween suburban home, suburban job and suburban shopping center.

These forecasts also suggest that an increasing proportion of trips taken

by mass transit will require private transportation to complete the trip

to and from the dispersed origin and destination at the outer end of the

trip.

The most common means of travel for most trips will remain the private

automobile. The Planning Project foundthat in 1963 there were 5,175,473

person trips made on an average weekday that originated from within the

Authority's district, and that 85% of these were made by automobile. By

1990 the Project estimates that there will be a 74% increase in automobile

travel.
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But these trips are not evenly dispersed; in 1963, 29% of them were work

trips and these were concentrated in the morning and evening peak hours.

Further, the work trips focused on the centers of employment, with down-

town Boston being the dominant center. Although the Boston central

business district constitutes less than one-tenth of one percent of the 2500

square miles of the Eastern Massachusetts region, 22.5% of all the work

trips originating in the Authority's district and 18% of all the work trips

originating in the Eastern Massachusetts region were made to and from

Boston central business district.

In 1963, 242,000 persons were employed in downtown Boston, or 20% of

the Eastern Massachusetts region's total employment. Even though the

current decentralization of employment trends are expected to continue

over the next twenty-five years, it is estimated that downtown Boston

employment will grow to 263,000 jobs, or 16% of the region's employment.

B. Coordinating the Program with Other Forms of Transportation .

One of the most important features of the Authority's transit development

program is the manner in which it has been coordinated with plans for

other forms of transportation. Chapter 563 of the Acts of 1964, which

established the Authority, also established the Massachusetts Department

of Public Works as the principal agency responsible for overall trans-

portation planning and coordination. This role is currently exercised

primarily through the activities of the Eastern Massachusetts Regional

Planning Project.

The Highway System: Since the Authority's plans involve de-

tails of design as well as regional development considerations, the

Authority's planning staff works closely with other agencies and

municipal departments on common planning and engineering prob-

lems.

Studies conducted by the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Plan-

ning Project and by the Authority's consultants have indicated that a

large proportion of transit riders require vehicular access to
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intermediate stations as well as to terminals. Coordination with

highway construction is therefore of the utmost importance from the

standpoint of traffic analysis. There are also the equally important

considerations of land acquisition and timing of construction activ-

ities . This transit development program includes several instances

where major joint highway andtransitprojectsareproposed and are

in the process of being planned jointly.

Parking: Next in importance to the route coordination is that of

providing an adequate number of parking facilities at transit sta-

tions. Parking is required at all stations and not merely at termi-

nal stations. Increasingly, the commuting public prefers to use the

automobile for the first portion of a trip, park at a transit station,

and ride transit to downtown. The Authority's planning staff, using

studies by its traffic consultants, is coordinating the location and

design of parking facilities to produce optimum service in an area,

consistent with the needs and requirements of the community af-

fected. Where surface parking space is at a premium the transit

development program calls for the construction ofparking structures

to satisfy the demand. These structures may utilize air rights over

the transit right-of-way, and may contain commercial uses or other

non-parking uses where these are consistent with overall develop-

ment proposals.

An alternative possibility of providing parking only if and when

traffic occurred at stations in use was rejected for three reasons:

1) Acquisition of land after a station is opened would be pro-

hibitively expensive in many cases, since experience has shown

that land values rise near transit stations.

2) Experience in other areas proves that to attract riders

such facilities must be in place rather than promised.

3) The interest and principal repayment costs of parking

areas are more than repaid by additional revenues received.
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Transportation System Analysis: This transit development pro-

gram is basedupon the current multi-agency comprehensive regional

analysis being conducted by the Eastern Massachusetts Regional

Planning Project. System analysis work completed to date has re-

sulted in the Initial Transportation Network, projected to the year

1990. This initial network is essentially a compilation of existing

plans and programs which have been subjected to evaluation by

1) assembling the various proposed transportation projects into a

comprehensive regional network, 2) forecasting 1990 population

and employment, 3) distributing these activities through the region

in accordance with existing local zoning policies, 4) determining

1990 travel demands from this 1990 distribution of population and

employment, 5) assigning this 1990 travel to the 1990 transporta-

tion network.

This transit network contained in the Initial 1990 Transportation

Network is not a specific proposed future transit system. Rather it

is a systems analysis tool, describing the anticipated needs for im-

proved and extended transit service to the several sectors, or corri-

dors, of the Eastern Massachusetts region. This long-range initial

transit system developed jointly by the four agencies sponsoring the

Regional Planning Project for analysis purposes was much more ex-

tensive than that proposed herein in the Authority's transit develop-

ment program and included, for example, rail transit connections

between Boston and the adjacent metropolitan areas of Brockton and

Lowell.

C. Developing Regional Plan Alternatives.

This initial test network referred to above is not a new plan for recom-

mended regional growth and a new transportation network designed to en-

courage this desirable pattern of growth. Such a proposal could only be

advanced after a series of alternatives have been developed and evaluated;

and that process is still underway in the Eastern Massachusetts Regional

Planning Project. The initial or test transportation network serves only
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to set the stage for the development of realistic alternative plans by

analyzing existing trends, plans, programs andpoliciesandpredicting what

the regional land use and transportation patterns are likely to be in the

future if these present trends continue.

Its similarity to previous proposals therefore is no accident; it is de-

liberately an outgrowth of them. But the validity of this approach to

plan- making for the future is supported by the fact that the previous

proposals have in themselves been similar. That is, the comprehensive

proposals for transit improvements made by responsible public agencies

over the past forty years have been fairly consistent. In view of this,

contemplating a future in which public policies respecting transit im-

provements maintains this consistency over the next three decades has

considerable merit as part of the plan-making process.

This transit development program is based upon a continuing regional

planning process in which a number of important public policy decisions

with respect to regional growth remain to be made. At this point in time

the specific proposals contained in the Authority's transit development

program must be limited to those that can be accepted as part of a number

of regional growth alternatives. Hence, the Authority's transit develop-

ment is divided into four phases:

Approved Projects: These are projects that have already re-

ceived the approval of the Advisory Board or are projects otherwise

adopted by the Board of Directors of the Authority and are already

underway.

Other Immediate Action Projects: These are the projects which

have grown out of past inter-agency plans, and on which the Author-

ity is now prepared to take action. They are designed to meet the

most urgent needs, are consistent with regional planning objectives,

and are projects for which design plans are completed or well ad-

vanced. Just as important, these are projects for which financing

is now available.
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Stage Two Projects: These are projects which are consistent

with current regional planning thinking but for which additional

analysis is needed before final conclusions can be reached or final

engineering plans can be undertaken and/or for which financing is

not now available. Substantial flexibility still exists in their finan-

cing, design, location and operation. They are not now proposed

for adoption.

Longer-Range Development Projects: These are projects which

appear at this point to be required to provide an efficient and ef-

fective public transportation system for the metropolitan area, but

which cannot be identified fully or described specifically at this

time. These projects will be established more specifically follow-

ing further joint study by the interested agencies and communities.

This further study includes additional regional and local planning;

further analysis of the applicability of technological advances, more

detailed analysis of the alternatives available; further analysis of

development criteria; and a continuing search for the required fi-

nancial resources.

D. Transit System Planning

As mentioned above, a series of studies of possible rapid transit route

extensions have been made within the past decade, and over the past forty

years three master plans for mass transit improvements have been pre-

pared.

More specifically, in its South Shore studies the Authority has drawn upon

the earlier work of the Old Colony Area Transportation Commission. For

the Southwest Sector the program is based largely upon the 1965 work of

the Southwest Corridor Technical Committee, made up of representatives

of this Authority, the Massachusetts and Boston Departments of Public

Works, the Boston Redevelopment Authority and the Metropolitan Area

Planning Council. Early Metropolitan Transit Authority reports were use-

ful for the Southwest and Haymarket-Charlestown North projects and for

the regional center studies. The Haymarket-Charlestown North project
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has also benefited greatly from work of the multi-agency North Terminal

Area Study Committee in 1962.

Because the system must grow in logical stages extending over a number

of years, some detailed criteria for rapid transit route development were

considered by the Authority's staff. The determination of the cut-off

point where rapid transit service, with trains running directly to or

through downtown, should terminate with some other mode taking over,

is based on a number of considerations. These may apply both for a

short term situation, when a temporary terminal is needed while con-

struction of the balance of a route is under way, or for a longer period of

time in the case of areas not yet in need of a high volume facility requiring

a large capital investment.

Generally, these criteria were considered in developing the proposals con-

tained in this transit development program. Rapid transit service should

be extended a sufficient distance where possible to permit:

1) Feeder traffic, by automobile and bus, to move over relatively

uncongested streets and highways.

2) To intercept corridor bus lines at points which will permit re-

duction of costly bus operation.

3) Servicing of major traffic flows.

4) Minimizing of transferring within the corridor.

5) Minimizing friction of necessary transferring.

6) Providing of sufficient stations along the route to satisfy corri-

dor needs for parking space without inefficient oversized terminal

parking facilities.

7) Optimizing of construction and operating costs in relation to the

traffic to be served.

8) Most efficient use of rolling stock and service facilities.

Regardless of how far out the terminals of the immediate projects may

be, their designs should allow generally for further extensions. This
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can be done by reservation of rights-of-way and by proper design of the

terminal itself.

E. Traffic Analysis .

Riding volume on the projects proposed in the transit development pro-

gram was estimated by analyzing the large amounts of new data made

available to the Authority by the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning

Project and its participating agencies. The data includes the results of

a comprehensive survey of present travel patterns between the various

cities and towns in the Boston region. This set of data describes the

origins and destinations of trips made on atypical 1963 day between each

of the 626 zones into which the 152 communities in Eastern Massachu-

setts have been divided for analysis purposes. The data show how many

trips were made by each mode, by the purpose of the trip, by the time of

day to the nearest six minutes, and by many other travel factors including

a variety of social and economic facts about each trip maker. The data

are the first comprehensive collection of such information since 1946,

when available data represented a period before decentralization and be-

fore the effects of wartime restrictions on auto use had expired. The new

origin- destination data are far more complete and meaningful than any

information previously available to highway or transit planners. Figure 1

shows examples of travel patterns in the region derived from this data;

specificially trips to Downtown Boston are shown by mode of trip, pur-

pose of travel and origin of trip maker.

Another set of data very important to the planning of the future express

transit system is riding volume on the Authority's present rapid transit

lines. In 1965 a detailed survey was made of riding on the existing rapid

transit lines. Data from the survey includes train by train riding be-

tween each station stop, amount of crowding on the cars, and boarding and

alighting volumes on each train at each station. Figure 2 shows peak

hour riding flow between each station for an average weekday in 1965.

The Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning Project also collected large

amounts of population, housing and employment data. These data include
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FIGURE 1

DENSITIES OF TRIPS TO DOWNTOWN BOSTON

DENSITY OF TOTAL TRIPS
(All modes combined)

DENSITY OF WORK TRIPS
(All modes combined)

DENSITY OF NON-WORK TRIPS
(All modes combined)

DENSITY OF TRANSIT TRIPS
(All purposes combined)

H 1
SCALE IN MILES — Numbers indicate average daily

trips per square mile to downtown Boston

— Source: 1963 Eastern Massachusetts

Regional Planning Project Home Interview Survey
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population, housing units and employment broken down into literally

hundreds of categories in each of the 626 traffic zones in the Boston

Region. This wealth of data, which cost the Authority nothing, is invalu-

able to the Authority in its planning work. A brief indication of the extent

of socio-economic data available and used by the Authority in its planning

work is given in Figure 3.

Additional comprehensive data on travel times, travel costs, numbers of

transfers, walking times, etc., by both transit and automobile between all

parts of the region were made available to the Authority, without cost,

by the Planning Project. Figure 4 shows a part of these data, namely

door to door travel times from all parts of the region to the corner of

Summer and Washington Streets in Downtown Boston.

The use of these data to estimate riding on the proposed transit projects

involved estimating the proportion of the 1963 trips in the several corri-

dors that would have been made by public transportation and private auto

if the travel conditions that will exist due to the proposed transit projects

had, in fact, existed in 1963. The Authority's consulting firm, Traffic

Research Corporation, used a technique that forecasts the choices people

will make on the basis of the choices they actually are presently making

in Boston and other cities.

Until recently, and on the basis of very little research, it was thought that

choices among urban transportation services could be predicted mainly

on the basis of speed between alternative modes. Extensive research in

the last several years in urban travel habits, however, shows that other

factors must be considered as follows:

1. The purpose of the trip.

2. The economic status of the trip maker.

3. The relative travel times between public transportation and by

automobile.

4. The relative convenience (or inconvenience) between alternative

modes, expressed, in the case of automobile use, as the total time

spent waiting and parking and, in the case of transit, as the time
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FIGURE 3

POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS

DENSITY OF HOUSING UNITS
— Numbers indicate occupied housing units

per square mile ot developable land

— Source: 1960 U.S. Decennial Census ol Housing

PERCENT OF WORKERS EMPLOYED
IN BOSTON AND CAMBRIDGE

- Numbers indicate per cent ol employed labor

force working in Boston and Cambridge

- Source: 1960 Decennial Census ot Population

100

DENSITY OF EMPLOYMENT
— Numbers indicate number ot jobs per square mile

— Source: 1963 Massachusetts Division ol Employment
Security and EMRPP 1963 Employment Survey.
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FIGURE 4

1963 DOOR TO DOOR TRAVEL TIMES
TO DOWNTOWN BOSTON

BY TRANSIT AND AUTOMOBILE

TRAVEL TIMES BY EXISTING

TRANSIT SYSTEM
— Numbers indicate peak hour transit travel times

in minutes to Washington and Summer Streets

TRAVEL TIMES BY EXISTING

HIGHWAY SYSTEM
— Numbers indicate peak hour automobile travel times

in minutes to Washington and Summer Streets

Source: 7963 EMRPP Inventory of Transportation Facilities
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i
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spent waiting and walking to and from transit vehicles, and transfer-

ring between them. (The term "excess time" is used to identify

this factor.)

5. The ratio of out-of-pocket travel expenditures between the al-

ternative modes.

Formulas based on the factors listed above were applied in a comprehen-

sive way for the first time in Washington, D.C. three years ago. The

Washington technique and formulas were based upon travel data collected

in Washington, a bus and streetcar city; and in Toronto and Philadelphia,

where rapid transit and commuter railroad service exist. It was found

that people in all three cities when faced with similar comparative travel

conditions made approximately the same decision in choosing between auto

and transit travel. The formulas show, therefore, howpeople are actually

making decisions between use of transit and auto.

The estimating formulas are expressed as curves, and a typical example

is shown in Figure No. 5. On this chart the bottom scale is the travel

time ratio, where the transit time is divided by automobile time. A whole

set of different curves has been developed and a particular curve is used

depending upon the particular income of the trip maker, the relative time

convenience and cost of the available modes between the origin and desti-

nation of the trip maker (excess time ratios), and the purpose of the trip.

Before the curves could be developed in Washington, D.C, much detailed

data collection and analysis of existing conditions had to be done— such

as the travel times along transportation lines, the frequency of transit

service to determine waiting times, and the walking times downtown from

parking garage to final destinations.

Before applying these curves to estimate choice of travel mode, the Au-

thority's consultants made a comparison between the Washington- Toronto-

Philadelphia data findings and the new Boston data and made minor ad-

justments in the Washington formulas to reflect appropriately the way in

which Boston commuters are now choosing between transit and auto. It

was then necessary to make estimates of the future conditions that would
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FIGURE 5

TRANSIT USAGE
RELATED TO TRANSIT SERVICE

GRAPH FOR: AVERAGE FAMILY INCOME = $5,450

RATIO OF TRANSIT TO AUTO EXCESS TIMES = 2.5
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exist when the proposed lines were opened to travel. The same kinds of

information had to be estimated as described above — such as walking time

to and from the transit stop in downtown and in the suburban locations,

waiting times for transit service, and travel time on the expressways and

arterial streets and on the rapid transit lines and feeder bus lines.

The results of the computations were in the form of the percentage of trips

to be made by public transportation and by automobile between each of the

origin and destination zones of the trip makers, e.g., between suburban

and downtown zones, and central Boston area zones. These percentages

were then applied to the total number of trips known to have been made in

1963 between each pair of zones for peak period and daily travel. The

result is the Authority's estimate of the number of public transportation

trips for all persons in the region. This estimate is considered to indi-

cate the number of riders in the initial operation of the new express line,

after the first year.

The procedures used by the Authority are the most advanced techniques

available today and a substantial improvement over those used in previous

Boston area transit studies. This, together with the new and complete

data on all trips furnished by the Eastern Massachusetts Regional Planning

Project, permits considerable confidence in the estimates of use of the

new system.
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CHAPTER IV

MAKING USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES

Any comprehensive plan for the development of a mass transportation

system adequate for the future needs of the Boston area must be built upon

the present system. In the Boston area an extensive system of electri-

fied rapid transit lines and railroad rights-of-way is in place. The

present regional system includes privately-owned suburban bus and rail-

road operations as well as the services provided by the Authority. None

of these can be ignored.

The transit system of the future must be composed of elements that are

additions to the existing system and of other elements that are systematic

replacements of present elements.

A complete new system freshly conceived and built is not feasible under

these circumstances. As the transit system goes through a continuing

process of evolutionary change, daily needs of today's customers must be

met. Compatibility between the existing and the new must always be an

important criterion to observe.

The present Authority system uses every type of transit vehicle now in

use in U.S. city transportation. The Authority operates motor coaches,

both gas and diesel, trackless trolleys, streetcars, and rapid transit

vehicles. The private carriers operate motor buses, rail diesel cars and

diesel locomotive trains.

A. Equipment Technology Trends.

Any long range transit development program should provide for the con-

tinued use of present vehicles as long as economically justified, and for a

systematic program of replacement. To consider all possibilities in

proposing replacement vehicles or services, the Authority has reviewed

the numerous investigations which have been made recently of the
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feasibility of developing entirely new mass transit systems which would

be based on some new technological development. With the recent

successes in the exploration of space, considerable optimism has been

expressed that similar spectacular technological breakthroughs could be

made that would be particularly beneficial to the metropolitan commuter.

Systems studied have included the monorail, variations on the existing

duorail systems, express buses on private rights-of-way, ground effect

machines, high-speed guideways, and personal vehicles that could be

automatically linked into electronically controlled, high capacity systems.

The conclusion reached in these many investigations have overwhelmingly

favored the continuation, modernization and improvement of the already

widely-used steel duorail system. This system has proved to be reliable

and to offer fail-safe performance in the handling of large volumes of

people under severe space and time limitations.

Improvements would include upgrading the system to higher standards of

speed, comfort and convenience and more complete integration with a

feeder system of bus lines utilizing streets and highways and a network

of automobile parking areas at transit stations and terminals.

Monorail: Because it has captured the imagination of so many

people, the monorail has been subjected to intensive study. The

original monorail was built in Wuppertal, Germany before 1900 and

is still in use. Other monorail lines currently in operation are in

Seattle, and at Disneyland in this country; a line linking its airport

with Tokyo, Japan; one in Southern France; and one in Cologne,

Germany . The other monorail installations in this country have been

a line built at the New York World's Fair, which has been discon-

tinued; and a test track in Texas which has been dismantled.

Basically there are two monorail systems, the supported and

the suspended. The former has been developed by the Alweg in-

terests of Switzerland and the latter is a French system, the Safege.

Most major cities contemplating rapid transit additions have in-

vestigated monorail, but significantly — with the Tokyo exception—
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none have decided to proceed with its use. Among the reasons for

this conclusion is the fact that the monorail has not entirely solved

some technical problems such as switching, developing a smooth

running surface, and combatting ice and snow effectively. It is not

compatible with conventional rail rapid transit lines where they

exist; and it would require substantially more expensive tunnel con-

struction were it to be used in subway in congested areas. But

perhaps most importantly, the monorail has not demonstrated any

real cost, speed, comfort, convenience, accessibility or flexibility

advantages over the fully-tested and operational duo- rail rapid

transit system.

As part of its South Shore study, the Authority conducted an ex-

haustive comparative analysis of the monorail and duo- rail systems

and concluded that the monorail provides no operational advantages

in its present state of development. The Safege was found to be

technically feasible. However, it would have been more costly than

the recommended rapid transit line. Future use of this system re-

mains under consideration.

Ground Effect Machines: Any continuous contact between a

moving vehicle and a running surface results in a problem of fric-

tion which, if eliminated, could result in a higher efficiency of the

vehicle. The Ground Effect Machine, or GEM, is an attempt to

overcome this problem by propelling the vehicle over a very thin

cushion of air. Although this system has sound theoretical ad-

vantages, it has not been developed to the point where it could be

seriously proposed as a safe and reliable means to move high

volumes of people at high speeds through congested areas.

Guideways: Another generic term recently introduced is the

guideway. It is used to describe high-speed systems propelled

along ways of new design by motive power not now in use such as

linear induction electric motors or jet engines. The objections to

the applicability of the GEM apply here also; and were a guideway

system developed to the point ofbeing operational, it would probably

be more applicable to ultra-high-speed interurban use.
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Personal Vehicle Trains: Two major disadvantages of a fixed

rail rapid transit system are the high capital costs of installing the

system, the inflexibility of the system when it is installed, and its

incompatibility with any vehicles using the ubiquitous street and

highway network. Substantial research has gone into developing a

vehicle that would be equally at home as an operator- controlled

private vehicle on the highway and as an automatically- controlled

unit in a high-speed, low headway train on a private right-of-way.

Again, the theoretical advantages of such a system are indis-

putable. But no links in the chain of technological developments

required to make such a system operationally and economically

feasible have been refined to the point of fail-safe reliability.

It is essential that this point be reached before the lives of thousands

of daily passengers of all levels of age, intelligence and agility could

be entrusted to it.

Express Buses on Private Rights- of-Way: Another possible

system that has been subject to study is the all-bus express system

on separate rights-of-way or reserved freeway lanes. Its greatest

advantage is its flexibility of routing and suburban coverage. In

cities with rail rapid transit systems in place such a bus system

would, however, provide problems of incompatibility particularly in

downtown and other congested area distribution. Downtown terminal

problems would be increased. In travel corridors with traffic

volumes high enough to warrant the investment in separate rights-

of-way the labor costs of bus operations would be substantially

higher than those associated with higher capacity rail rapid transit.

Improvements to Rail Rapid Transit: Current new mass transit

developments indicate that this is the most promising direction of

effort.

Two entirely new mass transit systems are now under construc-

tion on the North American continent, one in Montreal and the other

in San Francisco. Both are departing from the established rail rapid
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transit concept only to the point of offering refinements, although

these are dramatic and radical in nature.

In Montreal the equipment is patterned after that in use in Paris.

The normal running wheels are equipped with pneumatic rubber

tires which ride on concrete tracks. These are backed up by tradi-

tional steel wheels prepared to contact steel rails. This contact is

established for switching and in emergencies. A horizontal guide

wheel system is also required since the guiding qualities of the

flanged steel wheel are lost in normal operation.

In San Francisco the radical nature of the improvements include

widening the gauge of the track to increase stability at high speeds

and to permit wider and roomier cars. Other improvements are the

selection of power and control systems revealed to be best after

careful researching and demonstration of various combinations of

alternatives. Cars will be air-conditioned and designed for 80

miles per hour operating speeds. Fare collection will be automated

to reduce station stop time.

More conventional rapid transit equipment is being used in the

transit recently opened or now under construction in Toronto, Cleve-

land and Chicago.

Rail transit equipment is undergoing improvement testing at the

present time under controlled conditions and there are important

technological improvements possible in this field. Because of the

rapidly expanding market for such equipment, and the Federal

Government's interest in improved rail transit, new developments

should flourish in the next few years.

B. Rapid Transit Lines

In terms of volume of people carried, the heart of the existing mass trans-

portation system in the Boston region is the rapid transit and subway

network operated by the Authority. There are four subway routes in

downtown Boston: three are serviced by rapid transit lines, the fourth by
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streetcars. The rapid transit lines extend five miles (at the furthest

point) from downtown Boston, cover 23 route miles and directly serve

four communities (Boston, Revere, Everett and Cambridge).

The streetcar, bus and trackless trolley routes serve to varying degrees

as feeders to the rapid transit system. All the rapid transit routes in-

tersect the streetcar network at common stations in the downtown area.

Over 95% of the bus and trackless trolley routes terminate at a rapid

transit station or station in the subway- elevated segment of the streetcar

network.

The three rapid transit lines and the streetcar network are physically

independent of each other and are operated separately. Each rapid transit

line utilizes a special fleet of cars designed specifically to conform with

the clearances on the respective line. Variation in equipment sizes and

thus in platform heights and widths prevent movement of trains from

route to route.

There are 43 stations on the existing rapid transit system. Spacing ranges

from 1000 to 2000 feet in the downtown area to 3000 to 6000 feet in out-

lying areas. Most of the stations are located above or below street level.

About two-thirds have escalators although not all the moving stair sys-

tems are adequate to handle peak loads.

A basic 20£ fare is charged for trips between points on the rapid transit

system and/or subway stations in the streetcar network. No transfer

privileges are allowed to passengers also using connecting bus, trackless

trolley or surface streetcar routes.

Everett- Forest Hill Route: Eight miles in length and linking

Forest Hills in southwest Boston with Everett to the north, the

so-called "Main Line" traverses the Charlestown, South End,

Roxbury and Jamaica Plain sections of Boston as well as Washing-

ton Street in the central business district. There are fifteen sta-

tions including five in the downtown area:

1. North Station, adjacent to the Boston and Maine Railroad

station and Boston Garden.
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2. Union- Friend, connecting point with Central Subway

(streetcar) system.

3. State- Milk, connecting point with the East Boston line.

4. Washington-Summer- Winter, connecting point with Cam-

bridge-Dorchester line.

5. Essex- Boylston.

The entire double-tracked rapid transit line is situated on an elevated

structure except for a 1.23 mile segment under Washington Street in

downtown Boston. Storage tracks, a shop for light repairs and car

washer are located at the south end (Forest Hills). A turnback loop,

used only in emergencies, is situated at Dudley Station. Principal

storage area, control point, maintenance facilities and a turning

loop are located at Sullivan Square in Charlestown. The Authority's

heavy repair shop for all streetcars, rapid transit equipment, buses

and trackless trolleys is adjacent to the northern terminal at Everett.

Service between Sullivan Square and Forest Hills is provided

from 5:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. daily with the following headways:

Rush hours 3 to 3-1/2 minutes

Between rush hours 6

Saturdays 8

Weekdays and Saturday evenings 10

Sunday before noon 15

Sunday after noon 12

The Sullivan Square-Everett segment is operated between

5:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. daily except Sundays, generally on a 6- to

8-minute headway.

One hundred cars are assigned to the line. All were built in

1957 or 1958 and seat 48 passengers on longitudinal seating. They

are 55 feet long and 8'9-l/2" wide, have 3 pairs of doors and are

coupled semi-permanently in pairs. Four- car trains are operated

in rush hours and at other heavy travel periods. Two- car trains
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are operated at other times. Longer trains cannot be operated

because of limitations in platform lengths.

Cambridge-Dorchester Route: Nine miles long and connecting

Harvard Square in Cambridge with Ashmont Station in southeast

Dorchester, this double-tracked line serves eastern Cambridge,

downtown Boston, South Boston and Dorchester. The route tra-

verses a 2-1/2 mile subway between Harvard square and Kendall

Square in Cambridge, crosses the Charles River and adjacent

grounds on a half mile fixed bridge and elevated structure. It

utilizes a three mile tunnel under Beacon Hill, Winter and Summer

Streets in downtown Boston, and under Fort Point Channel to a

point near Andrew Station in South Boston, and follows along a

three-mile private right-of-way at grade south to Ashmont Termi-

nal . There are fourteen stations including four in the downtown area:

1. Charles Station, adjacent to the Massachusetts General

Hospital and the Charles River.

2. Park Street, connecting point with "Central" Subway and

adjacent to Boston Common.

3. Washington-Summer- Winter, connecting point with Forest

Hills-Everett line.

4. South Station, connecting point with New Haven and New

York Central Railroad trains.

Facilities for maintenance and storage of equipment are situated

at Eliot Street, adjacent to the northern terminal at Harvard Square,

Cambridge. This and the adjacent trackless trolley maintenance

shop are on the property to be sold by the Authority to the John F.

Kennedy Memorial Foundation and must be vacated within approxi-

mately two years. Additional storage tracks, a car washer and the

connection to the Mattapan high- speed trolley are located at Ashmont.

There are no intermediate turnback facilities except for manually-

operated crossovers used only in emergency and situated adjacent

to each station.
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Service between Ashmont and Harvard Square is provided between

5:00 A.M. and 1:00 A.M. daily with the following headways:

Rush hours 3 to 3-1/2 minutes

Between rush hours 6

Saturdays 7 to 8

Weekday and Saturday evenings 10

Sundays before 11:00 A.M. 15

Sundays 11:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 11

Sundays after 8:00 P.M. 12 to 15

Active equipment on this route consists of 92 cars, all built in

1963 and each having seats for 56 passengers on longitudinal seating.

Each car is 69'6" long and 9'6" wide, with 4 pairs of doors. Nine-

teen cars, all built in 1924, are stored at Eliot Street and in the

Codman yards at Ashmont. All cars are coupled semi-permanently

in pairs.

East Boston Route: This line extends from Bowdoin Station in

the Government Center district of Boston via Logan Airport in East

Boston to Wonderland Station in Revere, a distance of six miles.

The segment from Bowdoin to a point just west of the airport sta-

tion (2 miles) is underground and includes a half mile tunnel under

Boston Harbor. Remainder of the line (4 miles) is on private right-

of-way at grade. The entire route is double- tracked. Power is

drawn from third rail between Bowdoin and Maverick Stations and

from overhead wire by pantograph east to Wonderland Terminal.

There are twelve stations including four in the downtown area:

1. Bowdoin Station, western terminal

2. Government Center, connecting point with the "Central"

Subway.

3. Devonshire, connecting point with the Everett-Forest Hills

route

.

4. Atlantic, only rapid transit station in the waterfront area.
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A station is situated about a quarter mile from the center of

Logan Airport terminal complex. The Authority operates a loop-

bus route with five minute headway from the East Boston Line

station via the various airport terminal buildings.

Maintenance, equipment storage and turnback facilities are lo-

cated at Orient Heights in East Boston. Additional storage tracks

are situated at Bowdoin.

Service between Bowdoin and Orient Heights is provided on the

following headways:

Rush hours 3 minutes

Between rush hours 5-1/2 "

Evenings except Sundays 9

Saturdays except evenings 8

Sundays before noon 15

Sundays after noon 12

Service between Orient Heights and Wonderland is identical ex-

cept in:

Rush hours 6 minutes

Between rush hours 11 "

No service is provided on the line between 1:00 A.M. and

5:00 A.M.

Eighty-eight cars are assigned to the East Boston line. Forty

were built in 1951 and seat 48 passengers each on longitudinal seat-

ing. Each car is 48 feet long and 8'7" wide. The remaining 48

cars were acquired in 1923 or 1924 and seat 44 passengers each.

All cars are coupled semi-permanently in pairs.

Service and Operational Limitations: Service on the rapid

transit lines is being provided under some handicaps. Insufficient

equipment is available on the Everett- Forest Hills and Cambridge-

Dorchester lines to satisfy peak traffic requirements. Conse-

quently a majority of rush hour riders must stand on trains. Steep
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grades at the subway portals (4%-5%), sharp curves on many seg-

ments of all three routes (particularly the Everett- Forest Hills

line) and restrictions because of condition of the elevated track

structures prevent attainment of maximum train speeds.

C. Streetcar Lines

Six streetcar routes are operated by the Authority. Five branch from the

so-called Central Subway under Boylston and Tremont Streets in downtown

Boston to serve the Brighton and Jamaica Plain sections of Boston, East

Cambridge, Brookline, Newton and Watertown. The sixth is the physi-

cally independent Mattapan high-speed trolley line. It extends three miles

from Ashmont (southern terminal of the Cambridge-Dorchester rapid

transit line) to Mattapan.

The streetcar network is entirely double tracked. With the exception of

two highway grade crossings on the Mattapan line, over half the streetcar

network is operated without interference from automobile traffic. There

are 35-1/2 route miles consisting of:

Subway 4.5 miles

Elevated 1.2 "

Private right-of-way 12.1 "

17.8 "

Center road reservation 9.5 "

Street running 8.1 "

35.4 "

Fifteen of the thirty-five route miles (43%) are provided with automatic

wayside signals.

The Authority owns approximately 340 Presidents Conference Car (PCC)

streamlined streetcars. All but twenty-five are equipped for single-

direction multi-unit operation and were built between 1941 and 1951, seat-

ing 42 passengers each. The twenty-five others were built in 1944-45

for the Dallas streetcar system and purchased secondhand in 1958 and

1959, seating 49 passengers each and having controls for operating in

either direction but not in trains.
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Fare on streetcars is 10£ for trips entirely outside the subway or ele-

vated section. Passengers traveling between points within the subway-

elevated section pay 20£. Trips crossing the fare boundary at the

westerly subway portals cost a total of 30£. In addition, passengers pay

an additional 10<? to ride beyond Reservoir Station on the Riverside line,

or a total of 40£ to travel between Newton and Downtown Boston.

Central Subway: Heart of the streetcar network is the five mile

Central Subway and East Cambridge Viaduct section. This is the

northernmost portion of the network and traverses the length of

downtown Boston. It extends from Lechmere Terminal in East

Cambridge (at the north end) one mile on an elevated structure to

North Station, then four miles via subway under Tremont Street,

Boylston Street and Commonwealth Avenue to portals west of Ken-

more Square where tracks rise to street level. A branch of the

subway extends from a junction at grade at Copley Square three-

quarters of a mile along Huntington Avenue to a portal near North-

eastern University. An unused portion of the subway continues south

under Tremont Street from the Tremont- Boylston Street intersection

to a portal near Broadway.

There are thirteen stations along this route. Beginning at the

East Cambridge or north end, they are:

Lechmere Terminal, northern terminal.

Science Park, adjacent to Science Museum.

North Station, adjacent to Boston and Maine Railroad passen-

ger terminal.

Haymarket Square, connecting point with Everett- Forest Hills

rapid transit line.

Government Center, connecting point with East Boston rapid

transit line.

Park Street, connecting point with Cambridge-Dorchester line.

Boylston, former junction with Tremont Street extension.

Arlington, adjacent to southwest corner of Public Garden.

Copley, junction with Huntington Avenue branch.
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Prudential, on Huntington Avenue branch.

Symphony, on Huntington Avenue branch.

Auditorium, at Massachusetts Avenue.

Kenmore Square, junction of Riverside, Beacon Street, and

Commonwealth Avenue routes.

The subway and elevated route is double tracked throughout,

equipped with automatic block signals but without trips, automatic

interlocked power track switching and an interlocked drawbridge at

the Charles River. Loop tracks for turning trains from northward

to southward direction are located at Kenmore Square, Park Street,

Government Center and North Station. A second loop is situated at

Government Center for turning trains from southward to northward

direction and is also used for storing trains.

Riverside Line: Newest and longest of the rail routes operated

by the Authority, the Riverside Line links Newton and Brookline

with downtown Boston. Riverside Station, the outer point, is ten

miles from the downtown area and situated adjacent to Route 128 and

the Massachusetts Turnpike. The double-tracked route traverses

the former Boston and Albany Railroad right-of-way eastward from

Newton to a subway entrance at Park Drive. The line has no highway

grade crossings. Trains are protected throughout by automatic

wayside signals. There are stations at Riverside, Woodland, Waban,

Eliot, Newton Highlands, Newton Centre and Chestnut Hill in Newton;

at Reservoir, Beaconsfield, Brookline Hills, Brookeline Village and

Longwood in Brookline; and at Fenway Park (Park Drive) in Boston.

All trains operate from Riverside through to Lechmere Terminal

except for a few in the early morning hours (5:00- 5:30 A.M.) and

after midnight. On Sundays, trains turn back at Park Street Station

instead of Lechmere Terminal. Intervals between trains are:

Rush hours 4 minutes

Between rush hours and Saturdays 6 to 8 minutes

Evenings and Sundays 10 to 11 minutes
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Last trip over the entire route is at 12:15 A.M. Morning service

begins at 5:00 A.M.

Storage tracks, a car washer, andapitfor light maintenance are

located at Riverside. An intermediate turnback loop and small

storage yard are situated at Reservoir Station about midway on the

route. In addition, connecting tracks at Reservoir link the Riverside

line with the adjacent outer terminus of the Beacon Street line and

the Authority's principal streetcar repair shop at Cleveland Circle.

Approximately ninety streetcars are assigned to the line. All

are equipped with special headlights to improve night visibility

on the private right-of-way. Cars are generally operated in two-

or three-car trains except after 8:00 P.M. and on Sundays.

Beacon Street Line: Immediately north and running roughly

parallel to the faster Riverside Route, this line traverses the median

strip of Beacon Street in Brookline from Cleveland Circle to a

subway entrance at Park Drive, a distance of approximately 2-1/2

miles.

All trains operate between Cleveland Circle and North Station

except on Sundays when they operate through to Lechmere Terminal.

Frequency of service is:

Rush hours 4 minutes

Between rush hours 8 "

Saturdays 8 "

Evenings and Sunday 10 "

Approximately sixty-five streetcars are assigned to the line.

All are stored and maintained at the Reservoir car house at Cleve-

land Circle. Cars are generally operated in two- and three- car

trains except evenings and Sundays.

Boston College Line: The Boston College campus (5-1/2 miles

west of the central business district) and the Brighton section of

Boston are served by this route which traverses the median strip of

Commonwealth Avenue. From the loop near the campus gate, the
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line operates approximately four miles at street level before enter-

ing the subway at Blandford Street near Kenmore Square.

Crossovers and a short storage track are situated at the Bland-

ford Street subway entrance for holding cars for passengers from

Fenway Park and Boston University.

All trains operate from the campus terminal to Government

Center except on Sundays when they operate through to Lechmere

Terminal. Headways between trains are:

Rush hours 4 to 5 minutes

Between rush hours 8 "

Saturdays 8

Evenings and after 10:00 A.M. Sundays 10 "

Sundays before 10:00 A.M. 14 "

Approximately seventy cars are assigned to the line. Most of

the cars are stored overnight at the Boston College loop. The re-

mainder are stored and all equipment is maintained at Reservoir

car house. A 1000 foot double track connecting line along Chestnut

Hill Avenue links the Boston College route with the Beacon Street

and Riverside car lines and the Reservoir car house.

Cars are generally operated in two- or three- car trains except

evenings and Sundays and when they operate singly.

Watertown Line: Longest of the remaining center-of-the-street

routes, the Watertown line links Watertown Square, northeast Newton

and Brighton with downtown Boston. From Watertown Square (6-1/2

miles west of the central business district), the double track line is

located in the center of Galen and Tremont Streets to Oak Square,

Brighton, then in Washington and Cambridge Streets to Union Square,

Allston, and Brighton Street to Packard's Corners. At the latter

point tracks of the Watertown line join the Boston College line on

Commonwealth Avenue.
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Trains operate from Watertown to ParkStreet and return. Extra

service is provided in rush hours by two double- ended cars in shuttle

service which ordinarily operate between the subway entrance at

Blandford Street and Watertown. Normal headways between trains

are:

Rush hours 6 minutes

Between rush hours 13 "

Evenings except Sundays 10 to 11

Saturdays 7 to 8

Sundays 13 to 15 "

Approximately forty- five cars are assigned to the line all of

which are stored and receive routine maintenance at Watertown.

Cars are operated in two- car trains between approximately 6: 00 A.M.

and 6:00 P.M. on weekdays and singly at other times.

Arborway Route: This six-mile route links Center and South

Streets in Jamaica Plain and the educational and medical centers

along Huntington Avenue with downtown Boston. The southerly

terminal at Arborway is adjacent to the Forest Hills terminal of the

Everett- Forest Hills rapid transit line. The double track line is

situated in city streets north from Arborway terminal to the Tre-

mont-Huntington Avenue intersection at Brigham Circle, then in the

median strip of Huntington Avenue to the subway entrance near

Northeastern University.

A turnback loop is located at Heath Street; a short storage track

and crossovers are located at Northeastern University for holding

and reversing cars in shuttle service; and crossovers are also lo-

cated at Brigham Circle for the same purpose.

Trains operate from Arborway to Park Street and return. In

rush hours extra service is provided between the Heath Street loop

and Park Street. In addition, as many as seven double-ended cars

are operated singly in shuttle service between Brigham Circle or

Northeastern University and downtown Boston primarily to handle
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student travel. Normal headways between trains are:

Rush hours 4 minutes

Evenings 10 to 12 "

Other times 8

Approximately 65 cars are assigned to the Arborway line. All

are stored overnight and receive routine maintenance at the Arbor-

way. Cars generally operate in two- car trains except evenings

and Sundays and in shuttle service, when they are operated singly.

Mattapan High-Speed Trolley Line: Milton and the southern

portion of Dorchester are served directly by the 2.7 mile double

track Mattapan line. It extends from Ashmont (southern terminal

of the Cambridge-Dorchester rapid transit line) to Mattapan Square

on the Boston-Milton boundary. The line is situated entirely on

private right-of-way and has two highway grade crossings.

There are eight stations: four in Milton and four in Dorchester.

Intermediate stations are: Cedar Grove and Butler Street in Dor-

chester, Milton- Lower Mills, Central Avenue, Valley Road and

Capen Street in Milton.

At Ashmont, cars terminate at platforms shared with the rapid

transit line. Stations are located at intervals of 1000 to 3000 feet

and consist of platforms with small shelters at street level. Storage

tracks and a facility for light car maintenance are located at Matta-

pan Station.

Cars operate on (1) two- minute headways in rushhours, (2) eight-

minute headways between rush hours and on Saturdays, (3) twelve-

minute headways evenings and Sundays after noon and (4) 22 minutes

Sundays before noon.

Fifteen double-ended cars are assigned and all are operated

singly. To receive heavy maintenance, cars are towed over the

Cambridge- Dorchester line to the Eliot Square rapid transit shop.
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Local fare on the line is 10£. Passengers riding to or from

points on the Cambridge-Dorchester line pay 20£ for the entire trip.

Surface-Subway Streetcar System Analysis: The streetcar sys-

tem operated by the Authority is one of the most extensive systems

in the United States. It is an outstanding system in that most of the

route miles of the system are operated in subway, on private rights-

of-way or in reserved medians of surface streets, and that is pro-

vides excellent downtown distribution. The present equipment is

obsolescent, and research and development of streetcars has been

discontinued in this country. It is conceivable that new streetcars

could be furnished by rail equipment manufacturers if it can be

demonstrated that such equipment could provide optimum service.

Many components could be compatible with those utilized in modern

rapid transit cars.

The Authority has underway a thorough analysis of its streetcar

(or Central Subway) system and of the future potential of the street-

car vehicle with its excellent distributor characteristics. The basic

determination which must be made is whether the Central Subway

system can function effectively in the future using modern streetcar-

type equipment or must be converted to other types of mass transit

equipment in order to overcome the handicaps in the streetcar

system, which include:

1) On those portions of routes situated in the center of streets,

service is slowed and at times it becomes irregular because of

interference from vehicular traffic.

2) Lack of sufficient track capacity between Copley Square

and Boylston Stations in the subway results in delays to trains

particularly at stations in rush hours. Headways between

trains in rush hours is less than sixty seconds.

3) Lack of adequate doorways in existing streetcars delays

loading and unloading of passengers, especially at subway sta-

tions.
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4) Train speeds on the Riverside line are limited to 35 mph

because of track conditions and equipment limitations.

The short run objective of the Central Subway analysis is to im-

prove the performance of the present streetcar subway- surface car

lines. Both the managerial and the physical aspects of the subway-

surface car system are being examined toward the objectives of

improving service, speed and dependability and decreasing the

number and duration of delays that do occur.

The longer-range objective of the analysis is to help determine

the ultimate role the streetcar subway-surface system will play in

Boston's transit development program.

P. Authority Bus and Trackless Troller Service.

Although not extensively used in the Boston area, express bus routes form

the backbone of mass transit systems in some other metropolitan areas.

Considerable promotion has been made recently of the idea that buses are

capable of performing transit service which can be equal or superior to

that offered by rail transit.

The Authority is charged with developing and operating an effective and

comprehensive public transportation system, and seeks to use each type

of transit equipment to its best advantage. The Authority is therefore

undertaking a thorough analysis of the potential of express bus operation.

Bus service in Boston and eleven adjacent cities and towns, Brookline,

Watertown, Belmont, Cambridge, Arlington, Somerville, Medford, Maiden,

Everett, Chelsea, Revere, is provided by the Authority utilizing its own

employees and fleet of over 800 buses. The Authority operates 114 basic

routes on approximately 300 miles of streets and highways. In outlying

sections of several of these communities private bus companies also pro-

vide some service.

Most of the Authority service is conducted within a six mile radius of

downtown Boston. Principal exceptions are routes to Arlington (8 miles),

Belmont (7 miles), West Roxbury (8 miles) and Hyde Park (9 miles). In
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this area, practically all localities are less than a half-mile from a bus

or trackless trolley line. In the densely populated section within three

miles of downtown Boston practically every street is no more than a

quarter-mile from a bus route.

Virtually all bus and trackless trolley routes intersect at least one sub-

way or rapid transit line thus permitting ready transfer between local

and express systems. The average bus and trackless trolley route is

3-1/2 miles long.

There are relatively few local bus routes in downtown Boston. Local

transportation needs are filled primarily by the extensive network of

subway and elevated lines. Eighteen express transit stations are situ-

ated within a mile of the center of Boston.

Bus and trackless trolley schedules vary widely depending on require-

ments for passenger riding capacity in peak travel periods and service

considerations at other times. The schedule below shows the distribution

of the Authority's bus and trackless trolley routes at various times ac-

cording to frequency of service.

Headway in Minutes

(Percentage of Total Routes )

No
3-10 11-15 16-30 31 and Over Service Total

Weekdays -

Morning rush hours 52% 23% 23% 2% — 100%
Midday 12 33 33 10 12% 100
Afternoon rush

hours 44 26 28 2 — 100
Evenings 3 10 36 11 40 100

Saturdays
Until Evening 11 27 30 11 21 100
Evenings 3 10 32 11 44 100

Sundays
Until Evening 1 13 29 7 50 100
Evenings 1 4 30 12 53 100

Daily 1 A.M. -5 A.M. — — — — 100 100
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Basic fare on all routes is 10£. No transfer privileges are permitted be-

tween routes except to school children. A second 10<? fare is charged

in a few instances where bus routes have been combined so that one bus

now provides a continuous ride over a route previously served by two

connecting lines.

The Authority owns approximately 800 buses and 60 trackless trolleys.

Analysis of the bus fleet by age indicates:

36 percent of the buses are 1 - 5 years old

27 percent of the buses are 6-10 years old

23 percent of the buses are 11 - 15 years old

14 percent of the buses are 16 - 20 years old

Motor coach equipment is regularly improved, and in the interests of good

service and operating economy the average age of the Authority's buses

should be substantially reduced through a bus replacement program.

Also, existing technology and urban conditions dictate that the trackless

trolleys and their accompanying power system should be phased- out here

in the near future, as is occurring elsewhere in the United States.

The fleet of trackless trolleys is 15 years old with each unit seating 43

passengers. The gasoline powered buses are at least 15 years old and

most of them seat 40 or 41 passengers. Except for fifty 38-seat buses,

all diesel-powered units have accommodations for seating 43 to 46 passen-

gers.

Equipment utilization varies widely depending on service and passenger

load requirements. Normal Authority bus and trackless trolley opera-

tional requirements are as follows:

Weekdays Buses
Trackless
Trolleys

Total

Vehicles

Requirement
as % of Peak

Morning Rush Period 669 47 716 100

Midday 256 14 270 38

Afternoon 601 47 648 91

Saturdays 253 13 266 37

Sundays 128 128 18
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Morning rush period operational requirements exceed afternoon require-

ments because of school bus commitments. The difference between

maximum operation requirements and actual fleet requirements arises

from a need for (1) additional buses as back-up in case of mechanical

failures (2) protection in case of abnormal traffic and (3) replacements

for buses receiving preventative maintenance.

Service and Operational Limitations: Chief handicap to service

is the traffic congestion caused primarily by narrow streets. The

problem is particularly acute in rush hours when bus and trackless

trolley use reaches its maximum point. This has the double effect

of lengthening time required for passengers to reach their destina-

tions and interfering with service regularity. The cost of providing

service is increased because each vehicle takes a longer time to

complete a round trip. This, in turn, means that the Authority

must own more vehicles and provide more drivers than would be

required if the traffic congestion were not as serious.

E. Parking Facilities at Transit Stations.

In view of the dominance of the private automobile as the means of con-

ducting travel within the metropolitan area, the parking areas available

to facilitate the transfer of persons from automobiles to transit is an

important link in the total system.

The Authority provides parking facilities at 29 stations with a combined

capacity of 6,284 automobiles. Parking is provided at 28 Boston and

Maine railroad stations within the Authority's district with a total capac-

ity of 2,629 automobiles; and at 23 New Haven railroad stations within the

district with a total estimated capacity of 2,500 automobiles.

F. Contract Services with Private Carriers

Within the 14 cities and towns consisting of Boston and adjacent com-

munities, mass transportation service is presently provided largely by

Authority personnel and equipment. In the 64 surrounding communities,

the mass transportation system consists of services provided by more
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than twenty privately- owned bus companies and three railroads. The

three railroads provide direct service to downtown Boston from 35 of the

64 cities and towns in the district. The largest group of communities

without railroad service consists of 15 cities and towns along the South

Shore, formerly served by the New Haven Railroad's Old Colony division.

The Authority has entered into agreements with the Boston and Maine

Railroad and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad to tempo-

rarily sustain commuter service on several routes. In these agreements,

the Authority pays the net avoidable costs of service, or the difference

between costs incurred that could have been eliminated by abandonment

of the service and revenues that would not have been received had the

service been discontinued. Authority options for purchase or use of

railroad rights-of-way were gained as apart of these agreements. These

options have already been exercised in the New Haven contract in the

purchase by the Authority of the Old Colony Railroad right-of-way that

will be the route of the South Shore extension. Acquisition of additional

routes over railroad rights-of-way are recommended in this report.

The Boston and Maine Railroad provides passenger service between

Boston's North Station and twenty-three cities and towns to the north and

west under its agreement with the Authority. Service is provided on

eight routes over a total of 111 route miles. Equipment assigned by the

B&M consists of 85 self-propelled rail diesel cars.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad provides passenger

service between Boston's South Station and Back Bay Station and eleven

communities to the south and west under its agreement with the Authority.

Trains operate on six routes having a total of 57 route miles. Equip-

ment assigned consists of 28 self-propelled rail diesel cars and approxi-

mately 40 conventional passenger coaches.

A third agreement in effect is with the Middlesex and Boston Street Rail-

way Company for purchase of bus service in the sixteen- community area

it serves to the west of Boston. The company would have ceased opera-

tions last year without this support. While there are increasing deficits
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on this line, operation of the service by the Authority would cost over one

million dollars more than the cost of the subsidy agreement.

The B&M operates sixteen routes over a total of approximately 65 route

miles using 39 buses in the normal common carrier service. In addi-

tion, the B&M operates 28 common carrier- school buses in the Newton

area. The company owns 70 buses (built between 1947 and 1957) and

leases 10 (built in 1961) from the Authority under provisions of its con-

tract with the Authority.

G. Other Public Transportation Service in the District .

In addition to the above services of the Authority and its contractors, one

railroad and over twenty bus companies provide mass transportation serv-

ice within the district.

The Boston and Albany Division of the New York Central Railroad operates

weekday rush hour commuter service. This consists of four inbound and

five outbound trains daily between Boston and suburban towns along its

route to the west.

Twenty-two bus companies provide common carrier service within the

district. Largest operation in the district is the Eastern Massachusetts

Street Railway Company. It has five divisions, two of which (Quincy and

Lynn) are wholly within the Authority's district; and the other three

(Lowell, Lawrence and Brockton) provide express bus service to Boston.

The Lynn district operates 35 routes and the Quincy district operates 20.

The company in total operates a total of 266 buses and approximately 10

million bus miles annually.

All of the following independent bus companies provide service within the

Authority's district:

Boston & Worcester St. Ry. Co.

Brush Hill Transportation Co.

Canton & Blue Hills Bus Lines, Inc.

Carlson Bus Lines

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Co.
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Englander Coach Lines, Inc.

Hudson Bus Lines

Maiden Bus Lines, Inc.

Metropolitan Coach Service, Inc.

Michaud Bus Lines, Inc.

Middlesex & Boston St. Ry. Co.

Nantasket Transportation Co.

Needham Transit Company

Rapid Transit, Inc.

Saugus Transit, Inc.

Short Line Inc.

Plymouth & Brockton St. Ry. Co.

Service Bus Lines, Inc.

Sansone Motors, Inc.

Transit Bus Line

Unda Bus Service

Vocell Bus Company

H. Private Carrier Service Options Open to the Authority .

In developing, integrating, improving and accommodating the various kinds

of service, the Authority will need considerable flexibility to make changes

that may prove to be necessary. There will be trial periods, phasing out

of old services, introduction of new services and other actions which will

keep the matter in a state of flux for some time to come. The pending

railroad mergers potentially affecting all Boston area railroads provide

another reason for Authority policy to remain fluid.

One direct approach for the Authority could be to acquire all the non-

Authority urban and suburban bus and rail commuter services. However,

the preferred policy appears to be to encourage private firms to remain

in business as long as it is economically justified and in the best interests

of the taxpayers and the traveling public.

A number of changes may be necessary in individual cases. The Authority

might purchase the assets of a company but lease back the equipment and
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operations to the company or even to another company. The Authority

might operate railroad services itself, and contract out with the present

railroad companies, or retain a new private firm to operate the railroad

services. It would depend upon an economic evaluation of each case.

In considering these alternatives, the Authority is mindful that a railroad

operator can provide management and operating expertise that the Author-

ity does not have at the present time. Further, financial limitations on

the Authority may make it impossible for the Authority to provide all the

rapid transit replacements that would be required, making it more desir-

able to create means for retaining railroad service and continuing the

present rail diesel cars in service until more economical substitute

service can be provided.

To continue for any long period of time, railroad operations would need

be fundamentally altered; the present arrangement of separate operating

divisions with work limitations must be revised; maximum flexibility

would be needed to assign crews and vehicles; automation would have to

be increased and labor reduced to the extent possible; and main- line

or commuter railroad work practices must give way to entirely new

practices more appropriate for shuttle-type railroad mass transit.

Most of the private bus companies operating within the Authority's district

as well as the railroads have problems in financing capital expenditures

for new rolling stock, modern shops, garages and repair facilities; and in

the case of railroads, improving automobile access and providing ample

parking at stations. It appears that it will be necessary to offer them

some capital aid, as provided in the Authority's legislation, in order to

keep fares at a reasonable level, for increased fares by these private

carriers usually result in loss of riders and loss of usefulness of the

carrier to the community involved. Some of the bus lines may fit into

the Authority service pattern but many of them are essential only to

local areas involved and need not necessarily by operated by the Authority.

In considering the future role of the private carriers in a metropolitan

mass transportation system, the transit development program must
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recognize the several levels of service needed in the general area now

met by private firms.

First, the metropolitan passenger service system will require continua-

tion of a partion of the commuter railroad service now available, al-

though the service must be altered extensively, until satisfactory substi-

tute service can be provided. The Authority's success in the near

future in reshaping the service and reducing the operating costs will help

determine the actual amount and duration of the commuter rail service to

be retained.

Second, the region's express transit system will probably include some

express bus routes. As defined by the Authority, this is a form of serv-

ice not now found in the Boston Area. The exact amount and location

would depend, in part, on the Authority's success in modernizing com-

muter rail service and in offering trial express bus services in the near

future.

Third, the largest passenger carrying area of service now offered by

private carriers will be local and feeder bus operations. These will

require major alterations over the next several years in order to elimi-

nate needless duplication of public transportation service, extend service

to newly developing areas, and establish adequate service to and from

new rapid transit or suburban commuter express transit stations.

Fourth, inter-urban bus service will continue indefinitely probably pro-

vided by private operators. In a highly urbanized section of the country

such as eastern Massachusetts with several metropolitan areas immedi-

ately adjacent to each other, there may be instances in which suburban

bus service may be provided most economically by the inter-urban private

carrier serving that sector of the region.

Fifth , as the present Northeast Corridor studies indicate, national policy

will probably require the continuation of interurban rail passenger serv-

ice which will be provided by a private carrier or by another public

agency. In either event, the Authority's plans for use of railroad rights-

of-way must be flexible enough to accommodate the future needs for
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interurban or long distance railroad passenger service. This will most

likely apply to the Southwest Corridor between Boston and Providence,

and it may also apply to service to northern New England and to western

Massachusetts, particularly in view of the fact that the new New England

Regional Planning Commission may address itself to such matters as the

preservation of rail service for much of New England.

Finally, the assumption that future mass transportation service in an

urban area means essentially replacement of suburban rail commuter

service by urban rail rapid transit service tends to ignore the need for

maintaining adequate freight service for the industries of the region and

for the Port of Boston. A comprehensive transportation plan for a metro-

politan region must be fully cognizant of andprovide for the requirements

for fully satisfactory rail freight service as well as for safe and rapid

movement of passengers.
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CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The recommended Development Program of the Authority consists of a

specific set of Immediate Action Projects costing $299 million together

with a description of the general kinds of additional improvements that will

likely be required in later stages of development and through additional

financial means.

The recommended Immediate Action Projects willprovide 30 miles of new

electrified rapid transit route construction, and other substantial bene-

fits. They will provide the metropolitan community with a high degree of

new accessibility, give many a much-improved choice of travel, provide

reliable all-weather service, and make a substantial reduction in peak-

hour automobile travel in and near the center of the region.

The principal features of the recommended Immediate Action Program,

which includes several projects already approved and adopted by the

Authority and the Advisory Board, are:

1. Five rapid transit route projects, all to be in operation in 1969.

2. The beginning of another major route relocation project to be

completed at a later date in coordination with the highway program.

3. The upgrading of an existing route by complete rolling stock

equipment replacement.

4. The modernization of existing stations for the benefit of present

customers and to provide for added customers.

5. The provision of revised commuter railroad transit service, if

efforts to lower costs are successful.

6. Parking areas adequate to the auto age and revised bus feeder

systems to service the express system.
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7. Modernization and improvement of other capital facilities, in-

cluding buses, other transit cars, and garages.

The Immediate Action Program is shown by the fold-out map at the end

of the report.

It is believed that the proposed program fully meets the intentions and

expectations of the community at the time of passage of the Authority's

legislation, and will prove to be the most effective possible allocation

of available funds.

As the basis for selecting the Immediate Action Program projects, many

alternatives were considered and analyzed through interagency studies

and with a view toward the Authority's basic objectives, as noted earlier

in the report. To facilitate the analysis and formulation of the proposed

program, the area was divided into several sectors — The South Shore,

the Southwest, the Western, the Northwest, the Northern, the North Shore

and the Regional Center. These sectors are shown on the accompanying

map.

As defined earlier in this report, the Authority's comprehensive develop-

ment program is classified in four phases: Approved Projects, Other

Immediate Action Projects, Stage Two Projects and Longer Range De-

velopment Projects. Both of the first two phases make up the recom-

mended Immediate Action Program.

A. The South Shore Sector.

Without rail service for several years and served directly only by bus

lines at the present time, the South Shore has been considered to be greatly

in need of transit improvements.

The seriously congested Southeast Expressway testifies to the lack of

adequate transportation. The South Shore is a residential sector with a

strong orientation toward downtown Boston as a center of employment,

and offers a good market for improved transit services.

Transit proposals for this sector are shown on the accompanying map.
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Approved Projects: A $41 million, 9.3 mile first phase rapid

transit line from South Station to North Braintree has received the

approval of the Advisory Board and is in final design. The first

major construction— the new Neponset River Bridge — will be under

construction shortly.

This phase will be a complete facility, with new rolling stock

and yards and shops proposed in South Boston, and will be operational

upon completion, but to be fully effective must be extended southerly

at the earliest possible date. Suburban stations will be located in

North Braintree, Quincy Center, Wollaston, and Norfolk Downs, with

parking provided at all stations. Newly designed air-conditioned

cars capable of 75 miles per hour top speed and high acceleration-

deceleration rates will be provided.

The project was described in the Authority's Report to the Ad-

visory Board on the South Shore Project, dated November 29, 1965

and a supplementary letter dated January 18, 1966.

Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed to extend the

line six miles southerly to a terminal in the vicinity of the Route 3

Expressway and Route 18 in Weymouth, and toprovide an additional

intermediate station in South Braintree. It is further proposed to

acquire the right-of-way for a later extension along Route 3 to near

Derby Street in South Hingham, and acquire right-of-way from the

proposed South Braintree Station to connect again with the railroad

right-of-way near its intersection with Washington Street, Braintree

Highlands. The Authority's option to acquire the railroad right-of-

way through Holbrook should be exercised or the option extended.

It is proposed further to provide an additional facility in the Ap-

proved Project section of the proposed line. In order to permit

complete interchange of train equipment and alternative service

routings in both peak and off-peak hours between the Dorchester

and South Shore lines as operating policy may require, it is pro-

posed to construct a high-speed junction between the two lines at a

point between the Andrew and Columbia Stations. Presently, it is
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Exterior and interior views of proposed modern high-speed rapid transit car to serve Boston area.

Features include: air-conditioning, comfortable cross-seating, large tinted windows, route destination signs, and speeds up to 75 m.p.h.



intended to operate off-peak service from the South Shore into the

Dorchester tunnel, through the downtown stations and onto Harvard

Square. Analysis is continuing to determine if it will be feasible to

operate any peak-hour South Shore trains through the Dorchester

tunnel.

The junction construction will also provide a turnback facility

for southbound trains operating from Cambridge so as to provide

optimum operating flexibility, particularly when the Alewife Brook

Extension is in operation. In addition, it will provide access for

Dorchester cars to the new South Boston rapid transit shops. As

noted previously, the new South Shore and the existing Dorchester

car will have similar dimensions and other essential characteristics

to permit operation in the Cambridge-Dorchester tunnel.

The estimated cost of all features of the Other Immediate Action

Projects for the South Shore is estimated to be $23 million.

Stage Two Projects: Traffic and marketing studies indicate the

probable necessity to initiate construction of some kind of new transit

tunnel facilities in downtown Boston, to provide additional capacity

and better distribution for various extensions including those to the

west or north of downtown. Specific recommendations with respect

to this tunnel are postponed to permit determination of the optimum

downtown distribution facility and full coordination and construction

scheduling with the proposed South Station renewal project, and to

await further financing. The option must be reserved for this future

work, whether it be a completely new facility or an improvement

to existing facilities.

It is also expected that a further extension to a station in the

vicinity of Derby Street in South Hingham will be required in a

second stage of development to service the projected traffic on the

South Shore line.

Longer Range Development Program: In the longer range pro-

gram for South Shore transit improvements it may be found
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and desirable to extend the line to Braintree Highlands or Holbrook

and also further southeasterly, along Route 3. The line to Holbrook

may prove to be a desirable link in an interurban rail rapid transit

line that could eventually extend into the Brockton area.

Other alternatives being considered which would improve the

transit service between the Boston and Brockton metropolitan areas

in the future, and which would feed traffic to either the South Shore

or Southwest transit stations, would be based upon an expanded use

of buses.

The Southwest Sector.

The Southwest Sector is expected to be one of the major growth sectors of

the region and is the link between the Boston and Providence- Pawtucket

metropolitan areas.

Provision of express transit to serve the Southwest Sector is proposed as

a high priority need. It would be constructed in coordinations with the

construction of Interstate Route 95, i.e., the Southwest Expressway, and

include replacement of the elevated Forest Hills line in order to assist

community renewal in Boston. The sector alternatives are shown on the

accompanying map.

Plans for transit service for this sector have been adjusted to make it

feasible to build the line in conjunction with the proposed Southwest Ex-

pressway. Also plans for this corridor must be made in recognition of

the possible inter-urban transportation improvements that may grow out

of the current Northeast Corridor studies of the U.S. Department of

Commerce which include a high-speed experimental gas turbine train that

will be placed in operation between Providence and Boston within a year.

Approved Projects: It is noted here because of its importance

to the scheduling of transit improvements, that the proposed South-

west Expressway, although not a transit project per se, is an ap-

proved Federal aid highway project — Interstate 95 — and is scheduled

for completion before 1972.
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A financial assistance contract with the New Haven railroad is

now in force which provides for the continuation of rail commuter

service in this sector into 1967.

Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed that initial

work on the Southwest Corridor Project include construction of a

new South Cove tunnel in downtown Boston and joint construction

with the Massachusetts Department of Public Works to provide a

basic route right-of-way in the median strip of the proposed South-

west Expressway from the Inner Belt to Readville. In the latter

project, it has been proposed that the New Haven Railroad's opera-

tions be relocated to its Midland Branch line from Readville to

South Station.

First construction would be scheduled to permit the South Cove

Renewal Project and Interstate Route 95 to proceed on their sched-

ules, but a new transit facility could not be placed in full operation

until 1972 because of the length of time required to build the South-

west Expressway. For this reason funds are proposed in the Im-

mediate Action Program only to the extent necessary to permit the

coordinated construction to take place.

It is proposed further to construct immediately a rapid transit

extension from the present Forest Hills terminal through West

Roxbury to Route 1, the Veterans of Foreign Wars Parkway. In-

termediate stations would be located in Roslindale and at the West

Roxbury business district, and a large parking area would be pro-

vided at the VFW Parkway.

Equipment on the West Roxbury extension must be limited to the

55-foot car length now used on the Forest Hills Line. It is pro-

posed, however, to extend the platforms of the Boylston- Essex,

Winter-Summer, and State- Milk Stations in the downtown Washington

Street tunnel to permit ultimately the operation of trains of six 65-

foot cars as proposed for the extension to Melrose.
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It is proposed also that the right-of-way required between down-

town Boston and the outer suburbs be acquired from the Boston and

Providence Railroad.

During the initial construction New Haven Railroad commuter

service would be transferred to the Midland Branch, with the ex-

ception of the Needham Branch service, and use of the Back Bay

Station would be discontinued. It is proposed to continue commuter

railroad service if lower cost operations can be developed, as noted

elsewhere in this report. It will no longer be possible to continue

rail commuter service from Needham to downtown but it may be

feasible to provide railroad service to the new VFW Parkway rapid

transit station or possibly to the Riverside line in the vicinity of

the Worcester Turnpike and Centre Street in Newton. New bus serv-

ice may also be feasible from the Needham-Dover area in lieu of

one of the rail shuttle alternatives.

For the Immediate Action Program purposes, it is proposed that

$35 million be allocated. This figure assumes the highway agencies,

including the Bureau of Public Roads, will agree to the assumption

of substantial amounts of the median strip joint construction costs

from highway funds because of the benefit to the highway program of

a modern express transit facility.

Stage Two Projects: During Stage Two it is proposed that the

present Forest Hills line be relocated to the new South Cove tunnel

and to the median of the Southwest Expressway. It is also proposed

that new express transit be provided to Readville, and probably to

either Route 128 in Westwood along the railroad main line, along the

Blackstone branch of the New Haven Railroad toward Norwood, by bus

on Interstate 95 or some combination of these.

Longer Range Development Program: New transit service be-

yond Route 128 is dependent upon several alternatives still under

consideration, including further rail rapid transit extensions, con-

tinued use of rail diesel cars, initiation of an integrated bus service
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network and various combinations of these alternatives, as shown

on the Southwest Sector map.

The Western Sector

The Western Sector, like the Southwest Sector, is a link between the Boston

area and the other urban centers of the megalopolis of the northeastern

seaboard. The rapid growth now occurring in this sector can be expected

to continue, compounding the need for improved transportation.

It is the only sector of the region in which a toll road, the Massachusetts

Turnpike, serves as the principal expressway of the sector. Both east-

west through railroad links pass through this sector — The Boston and

Albany line of the New York Central Railroad and, through Waltham, the

Fitchburg Division of the Boston and Maine Railroad. The continued use

of both of these lines for freight and, possibly, for one of them, long-haul

passenger service, should be anticipated. This Section and its atlerna-

tives are shown on the accompanying map.

Approved Projects: Although no Authority project has been ap-

proved for this corridor as yet, it shouldbe noted that the most re-

cent extension built by the Authority's predecessor agency is the

Highland Branch, or Riverside line. The new Turnpike Extension

provides, at present, substantial unused transportation capacity.

Further, a financial assistance contract with the Middlesex and

Boston Street Railway Co. is now in force to provide continued

operation of bus service, in this sector and the adjacent Northwest

Sector, at the lowest possible cost to the Authority. The Authority

has made available to the Middlesex and Boston Company ten modern

diesel buses to provide better service and intends to provide addi-

tional bus replacements at an early date. Such replacement will

improve service and reduce the subsidy provided, for it will elimi-

nate payments now made not only for depreciation and return on

investment, but it will also reduce maintenance expenses as well.
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The Massachusetts Turnpike Extension, serving the Western Sector.
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Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed that in spite

of its recent construction, the Riverside line, which is equipped with

obsolete streetcars, receive new, modern low-platform train equip-

ment as an initial step in modernizing the line. Because of the

Authority's major study now underway to determine the nature of

long-term improvements for this line and the overall surface-subway

streetcar system, it is recommended that Riverside improvements

be so limited at this time . It is proposed that $9 million be allocated

for the purchase of these cars. The cars will be designed so that if

a high platform or other type car is later decided upon for permanent

improvement, the cars would be placed in service on the Beacon

Street and Commonwealth Avenue lines which will then also be in

need of new equipment.

Other immediate rail transit improvements would include low-

cost operational improvements and minor physical improvements

instituted as part of streetcar system study.

It is proposed also that new bus services be tried in the

near future, including experimental express bus service into Copley

Square and/or South Station by way of the Turnpike from one or more

of the communities in the Western Sector. It may also be feasible

to try expanded commuter railroad service as part of the service ex-

periments.

Stage Two Projects: Because of the limitations of the existing

service, further improvements in the Western Corridor are con-

sidered to be of high priority. However, the nature of these im-

provements cannot be defined until the surface-subway streetcar

system study and the express bus- commuter railroad experiments

are further advanced.

Longer Range Development Program: An alternative to the

continued use of streetcar equipment on the Riverside line is to

rebuild the line for high speed rapid transit service, with possible

express track, skip-stop or other means to provide a faster ride.

For proper distribution downtown, this would require conversion of
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a portion of the Tremont Street Subway, or a connection with a new

downtown subway. The Riverside line could then be extended

westerly to the vicinity of Wellesley, Natick or Framingham. The

modern low-platform equipment purchased during the Action Pro-

gram would then be assigned to other portions of the remaining

streetcar system.

An alternative also to consider is the use of the Boston and

Albany Railroad tracks for new transit service. However, since

sufficient right-of-way could require widening at great expense, and

since considerable freight service could be expected to continue on

this line, the feasibility of this alternative is doubtful at this time.

D. The Northwest Sector

Current development trends suggest that this section will remain an area

of relatively low residential densities and dispersed automobile- oriented

employment locations, rendering this sector less suitable than most other

sectors for long extensions of rail rapid transit service. This sector is

shown on the accompanying map.

Approved Projects: Present transit service in this corridor

benefits from the previously-noted bus service contract with the

Middlesex and Boston Street Railway as well as a similar contract

with the Boston and Maine Railroad.

Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed to extend the

Harvard-Ashmont line to Alewife Brook Parkway at the Cambridge-

Arlington- Belmont town line. A major transfer station would be

included to accommodate a new and extensive network of feeder bus

lines, and up to three rail diesel car routes, via both Waltham and

Lexington, that may be continued. A large parking area would be

provided that would have direct access to Route 2, now being rede-

signed and rebuilt to a modern, eight-land expressway northwesterly

from Alewife Brook Parkway. Major shops and yards would be

provided at the terminal and additional modern trains will be ac-

quired.
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This extension, 2.5 miles in length, requires substantial subway

construction in the City of Cambridge. Several alternative align-

ments have been investigated, and an alignment along Massachu-

setts Avenue to near Porter Square and then westward along the

Fitchburg Division of the B&M Railroad is tentatively recommended.

This alignment would permit a station to be provided under

Massachusetts Avenue near Porter Square. The location is noted

as tentative inasmuch as detailed discussions have not been held

with Cambridge officials to review the alternatives and the detailed

design considerations of the proposed route.

New Route 2 bus service will likely be provided to the Alewife

Brook Parkway station, and the success of this service would be

considered in determining whether rail shuttle service should be

retained beyond an interim period.

For example, reducing the length of run of the Lexington branch

rail diesel service to a shuttle between Bedford and Alewife Brook

Parkway would enable more trains to be put in the schedule at small

added cost. Continuation of the service might thereby be more

justified than new bus service.

A similar situation exists with the present rail diesel service to

Sudbury via Waltham on the Central Massachusetts branch of the

B&M Railroad. Discontinuance of the service may result from the

express bus service proposed for the Western Corridor.

To expedite the construction of the proposed John Fitzgerald

Kennedy Library development at the Eliot Street- Bennett Street

yards in Cambridge, it is proposed that the cars of the Harvard-

Ashmont line be serviced temporarily in the proposed South Boston

yard of the South Shore line until new yards can be provided at

Alewife Brook Parkway.

The cost of the Harvard-Alewife Extension is estimated to be

$55 million.
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It is proposed that the trackless trolleys now serving Cambridge

be replaced by 55 modern air-conditioned diesel buses with left-

hand doors and special mufflers to permit Harvard Square tunnel

operations. The estimated cost of new buses is $1.8 million. It is

also proposed that a new 200 bus garage be provided in the general

vicinity of Cambridge, possible at Alewife Brook, at a cost of $2

million as replacement of obsolete garages and yards in Somerville,

North Cambridge and at Bnnett Street.

Stage Two Projects: It is possible that all stations on the Har-

vard-Ashmont line should be extended ultimately to permit the

operation of 6- car trains to meet future traffic growth resulting

from the extension to Alewife Brook Parkway and any additional ex-

tensions that are proposed.

Longer Range Development Program: A further extension of

the Harvard line along the right-of-way of the Fitchburg Division to

serve Belmont and perhaps Waltham is a distinct possibility, but at

this time represents only one alternative under investigation.

The specifics of long-term use of buses in this sector must also

await further analysis.

Depending on the final alignment of the Route 3 extension inward

from Route 128, an extension from Alewife Brook Parkway via the

Lexington Branch to a new terminal at an intersection with an ex-

tension of Route 3 in the vicinity of East Lexington may also be

justified.

E. The Northern Sector

The northern section of the region, shown on the accompanying map, has

complex transportation requirements in that it is the link with the two

metropolitan centers of the nearby Merrimac Valley — Lowell and Law-

rence-Haverhill— which are immediately adjacent to the Boston metro-

politan area. Also two major lines of the Boston and Maine Railroad, the

Reading Branch and the New Hampshire Division traverse it, as do two

expressways, Route 3 and Interstate 93.
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With large sources of labor at both the northerly and southerly

limits of the corridor this sector is now witnessing industrial growth

and development. Zoning and development policies of the communi-

ties involved generally encourage this development. The sector has

further substantial potential for both residential and employment

growth.

Approved Projects: The proposed Haymarket-Charlestown North

project has received Advisory Board approval for the first $26

million phase including a new tunnel under the Charles River near

North Station.

The approved section extends from Haymarket Square (Union-

Friend transit station) to a point just beyond the northerly portal of

the Charles River tunnel in Charlestown. The Authority has also

reached agreement with the Boston Redevelopment Authority for a

reimbursement of $12 million because the project is a first step in

the elimination of the elevated in Charlestown and this will contrib-

ute to the renewal of that section of Boston.

Communities in this sector are also benefiting from the existing

service contract with the B&M railroad.

Other Immediate Action Projects: The Haymarket-Charlestown

North Project is proposed to be extended from Haymarket Square

through Charlestown, Somerville, Medford, and Maiden to the vi-

cinity of the Maiden-Melrose line via the right-of-way of the Reading

line of the Boston and Maine railroad. The Authority will seek to

acquire the property at an early date. The line is a replacement of

the elevated route through Charlestown and the present Sullivan

Square station and yards and Everett terminal, and will bring direct

high-speed transit service to Medford, Maiden and Melrose. The

project includes new yards at Revere Beach Parkway.

The new, modern cars proposed for this extension would be 65

feet long, 10 feet longer than present equipment, but would be fully

compatible with the cars now in use on the Everett- Forest Hills line.
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Stations are proposed to be located at Community College (Prison

Point Bridge) and at Sullivan Square in Charlestown, at Wellington

(Revere Beach Parkway) in Medford, at the Central Business Dis-

trict (Pleasant Street) in Maiden and at some point to be determined

between Winter Street (Oak Grove), Maiden and Wyoming Avenue,

Melrose. Realignment of many bus lines will be carried out in

order to feed the new Sullivan Square, Revere Beach Parkway, and

Maiden stations. Large parking facilities are proposed for Revere

Beach Parkway and at the terminal of the line. The total length of

the line is 6.5 miles. In addition to the approved $26 million Hay-

market- Charlestown tunnel project, costs are estimated at $49

million to reach the Maiden- Melrose line.

To make maximum use of the present railroad to Reading a new

station at Route 128 at the Reading-Wakefield line is proposed for

immediate development so it may be used now for rail diesel car

service. It is proposed that the rail commuter service become a

shuttle service terminating at the new platform of the rapid transit

line at the Malden-Melrose line. It is alsoproposed, however, that

the option on the railroad right-of-way be extended as far north as

Wilmington junction and/or the entire right-of-way be acquired,

depending on an economic evaluation.

A Somerville rail extension from Lechmere to the vicinity of

Washington Street in Somerville through the B & M Railroad yards

is proposed for immediate action at an estimated cost of $9 million.

This extension would permit an improved more direct service for

Somerville and a reduction in bus operating costs. A new station

would also be built in the vicinity of the present Lechmere terminal

to continue to serve the Court House and adjacent area of Cambridge.

The equipment to be used on this extension would be initially, the

modern low-platform equipment proposed for purchase for the

Riverside line.

It is further proposed that the present rail commuter service on

the New Hampshire Division of the B & M railroad be terminated at
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the new transit platforms of the Somerville extension's proposed

Washington Street terminal. Any long- line passenger service to

northern New England would also be served by this terminal which

would be just beyond and have convenient access to the proposed

Inner Belt highway, Interstate Route 695

.

Opening of this Somerville terminal would permit the abandon-

ment of the present so-called railroad High Line through the B&M
railroad yards. This in turn would permit further expansion of the

industrial development now underway in Somerville. It may be pos-

sible to abandon the High Line prior to the proposed Somerville

Extension's opening.

Stage Two Projects: Depending on the final analysis of the use

of the proposed Route 128 station, it may be desirable to develop a

similar station at Interstate Route 93 in Wilmington at an early

date . Rail diesel car shuttle service would be extended from Reading

to service this station.

It is also likely that in Stage Two the Somerville Extension should

be extended to the Tufts University area, and to a terminal in the

vicinity of the Mystic Valley Parkway or West Medford.

Longer Range Development Program: The conversion of the

Reading line to rail rapid transit as far as Wakefield, Reading or

Wilmington is a distinct longer range possibility.

Similar conversion of the New Hampshire Division line on the

other hand does not at this time appear to be feasible. The line

must remain available to the railroad for freight service, and

rapid transit service to the northern sector from Route 128 north

could be provided by an extension northerly along the Reading

Branch.

Adequate rail diesel car service is provided now to Winchester

and Woburn, and it is proposed that this be continued on an interim

shuttle basis until such time as a specific alternative can be rec-

ommended and cost reduction efforts have been made. It is also
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important to recognize the need for maintaining one Boston and

Maine railroad line for freight service andpossible passenger serv-

ice to northern New England.

The long-range future use of buses to meet the needs of some of

the towns in this sector also cannot be finally determined until high-

way improvements such as the extension of Route 3 are determined.

The North Shore Sector

The North Shore area is a composite mixture of residential suburbs and,

particularly in Lynn, employment concentrations. Transportation im-

provements for this sector must service these two needs. The alterna-

tives under study for the sector are shown on the accompanying map.

Approved Projects: The North Shore communities are served

by railroad commuter service as a result of the service contract

now in force between the Authority and the B & M Railroad.

Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed that the East

Boston rapid transit fleet be fully modernized by the purchase of

approximately 24 new cars that incorporate new design features

It is proposed also that the existing rail commuter service be

continued as an interim step until satisfactory permanent service is

selected from the alternatives that are under continuing study. As

with the other railroad services in the north and northwest, the

service will not continue into North Station, but will terminate at the

new, relocated Sullivan Square station with a direct and convenient

across-the-platform transfer being provided to the new Malden-

Melrose rapid transit line cars.

Stage Two Projects: During Stage Two it may be desirable to

extend the East Boston line from Wonderland to a new terminal in

Revere at a point which would permit 1) a large parking area ac-

cessible to soon- to-be-built Interstate Route 95, 2) a new terminal

for the North Shore rail diesel car shuttle service, and 3) a future

further rail transit extension to Lynn and beyond, possibly to Route
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128 in Beverly. However, this extension will depend a great deal

on the longer range proposals.

Longer Range Development Program : Three primary alterna-

tives for improved service to this Sector are under study. These

include long-term retention of modified railroad transit service;

an extension of rapid transit service by way of East Boston or by

way of Chelsea and the Maiden-Melrose rapid transit line; and ex-

press bus service via a completed Interstate Route 95, with major

branches from Route 128 and from proposed connectors to Route 95

from the Lynn and Salem areas.

G. The Regional Center

Mass transportation's primary purpose is toprovide for and accommodate

peak-hour work trips to concentrated employment centers. These major

employment concentrations historically have been and will remain, ac-

cording to present trends, primarily in the center of the urban region. In

Boston this regional center, shown on the accompanying map, consists of

downtown Boston from the Waterfront to Massachusetts Avenue, the com-

mercial and industrial concentrations in East Cambridge and South Boston,

and the institutional complexes of the Fenway and Cambridge.

To be effective a public transportation system must provide not only con-

venient access along radial routes to the regional center but also excellent

distribution and collection within and among the many activities at the

center.

The present distribution system includes three rapid transit lines in sub-

way, a streetcar system consisting of several lines funneling into a single

subway (Boylston-Tremont Streets) and a few surface bus routes. Rail

diesel suburban commuter service terminates at two peripheral railroad

stations, North and South Stations, and private suburban bus lines termi-

nate their relatively few express bus routes at two somewhat better lo-

cated terminals, at Haymarket Square and at and near Park Square.
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Approved Projects: The Advisory Board has approved the con-

struction and the lengthening of platforms of the Main Line's Union-

Friend Station, located in the Government Center, and a number of

other new transit improvements are going into the Government

Center area as a result of theredevelopmentproject— at little or no

cost to the Authority.

The downtown area also benefits substantially from the sustain-

ing of railroad service in terms of much less street and parking

congestion and more convenient access to downtown for workers and

shoppers from suburban communities.

Other Immediate Action Projects: It is proposed to emphasize

the provision during the Immediate Action Program of more con-

venient and improved service to the regional center from greater

distances into the residential hinterland than is now possible as well

as to provide better service to the Authority's present customers.

Improvements to the distribution system within the regional center

proposed for immediate action include lengthened platforms on the

main line and station modernization, particularly as it related to

the renewal program.

Stage Two Projects: There are three rail rapid transit subways

serving downtown. They are different in cross section and curve

radii, built over the years to meet the requirements of rapid transit

vehicles of three different sizes and characteristics.

As more extensions are placed in service and more passengers

are accommodated, these subways become important limiting factors

on the equipment that can be used and the service that can be pro-

vided. Raising the standards of passenger comfort and convenience

must be paid for with a reduction in the practical peak hour capacity

of these tunnels.

The difficulties of providing satisfactory downtown distribution is

one reason for the low priority assigned to developing possible new

rapid transit service to two of the region's corridors. These are
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the North Shore, extending to Lynn, Salem and Beverly, and the

Western Corridor extending toward Natick, Framingham and Wor-

cester.

Distribution deficiencies exist in the present transit lines down-

town. In the elongated downtown area, no rapid transit lines now

serve the Back Bay. The present Everett- Forest Hills line pro-

vides better distribution and will be further improved upon its re-

location to the New Haven mainline tracks in Stage Two, but its

capacity limitations will be approached when this line is extended

both to the north and to the south as proposed.

Construction of an additional downtown subway appears at this

time to be the best long term means of providing improved dis-

tribution and sufficient new high quality transit capacity in the

Boston regional center.

Because additional study is required to determine the best loca-

tion for such an additional downtown subway, construction of its

initial phase is not proposed before Stage Two.

The completion of a new station in the proposed South Cove

Tunnel, to serve the Tufts-New England Medical Center, is also

proposed for Stage Two.

Longer- Range Development Program. Completion of the addi-

tional downtown distribution tunnel and completion of such moderni-

zation of the Central Subway as may grow out of the present analysis

of the streetcar system is proposed in the longer range development

program.

The provision of a circumferential transit line to tie together as

many of the other activity centers of the regional center is under

study and may be proposed at a later date. These activity centers

include Harvard Square, Kendall Square — MIT, Boston University,

and the Fenway educational- medical complex.
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H. Other Program Elements

In addition to the proposed rapid transit extensions listed on Table 1,

Allocation of Available Funds to the Immediate Action Program, there are

other important elements in the proposed program.

Station Modernization Program: A $9 million Station Moderni-

zation Program for improving stations whose future could be ade-

quately determined at the beginning of the system expansion effort

has received Advisory Board approval and is underway with Federal

transit financial assistance.

The $9 million dollar approved station modernization program

includes three categories of work:

a) Complete modernization of 20 stations — including new

lighting, wall finishes, graphics, furnishings and equipment, and

escalators.

b) Partial modernization of 20 stations — including the portion

of the above-named items which can be installed with the

assurance that they will remain compatible with changes due to

transit development and urban renewal projects.

c) New bus shelters and station parking lot improvements.

It is proposed that the station modernizationprogram be continued

in Stage Two.

Transit Vehicle Replacement: Application has been made to the

Federal Housing and Urban Development Department for a Federal

grant of $3,159,000 to permit the Authority to purchase 150 air-

conditioned diesel buses. Upon delivery of these vehicles, 126 over-

age gasoline and diesel buses can be retired. Existing service will

thus be upgraded to higher levels of comfort and dependability and

operating costs reduced.

It is the intention of the Authority to continue an annual program

of upgrading its bus equipment. This requires annual purchases of

new buses to replace fully depreciated equipment. This will have
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the dual effect of keeping modern equipment on the streets and re-

ducing operating costs by retiring older, costly-to-operate buses

on a systematic annual basis. This policy will also give the Author-

ity a chance to take advantage of new bus developments by the

various manufacturers as they appear. It is proposed that $9 million

be allocated for 285 buses in the Immediate Action Program and that

a similar number of buses be purchased in Stage Two.

It is proposed the entire existing fleet of street cars be replaced

by the end of Stage Two: approximately 90 in the Immediate Action

Program and the remainder in Stage Two. The characteristics of

the replacement equipment will depend on the results of the present

surface-subway streetcar system study and upon further rail rapid

transit extension and bus network analyses.

It is also proposed that the present fleet of rail diesel cars no

longer be depended on for publicly financed mass transportation

service beyond Stage Two. Again, the nature of the replacement

equipment cannot yet be determined.

Excluding the rolling stock required for the proposed South

Shore, Southwest, Cambridge and Maiden extensions, which are pro-

vided for in the cost estimates for those projects, it is proposed that

$20 million be expended for equipment replacement in the Action

Program.

Other Projects: Rapid transit yards and shops are provided for

as part of the respective transit extension projects.

Four new bus garages are proposed in the development program,

one in the Immediate Action Program and three in Stage Two. These

garages will permit undercover bus storage and will replace existing

inadequate facilities in Cambridge, Somerville, Medford, Charles-

town, East Boston, Roxbury and the South End.

Although not definite as yet, the streetcar system study may re-

veal the need for new streetcar shops to be provided in Stage Two.
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Other minor capital requirements of the existing Authority plant

must be met over the next few years. They are provided for as part

of the proposed $12 million dollar allocation for Other Projects.

As indicated earlier in this report, it may be desirable to ac-

quire railroad right-of-way in advance of actual need. It may also

be advisable from time to time to acquire or obtain options on pro-

spective station sites in the same manner. Further, if funds are

available the purchase of some private carrier assets may be de-

sirable.

Although it is not anticipated that other kinds of operational sys-

tems can be established in time for application in the Immediate

Action Program, the Authority is maintaining a close surveillance

of the experimental transit systems being developed elsewhere, such

as the transit expressway in Pittsburgh, the rubber- tired subway in

Montreal, the several kinds of monorail installations, and the ex-

perimental gas turbine train now being built for service between

Boston and Providence.

New technological developments are constantly being offered to

the transit industry. At the present time automatic fare collection

systems are being developed that show promise of lowering opera-

ting costs at rapid transit and subway stations. New methods of

maintaining track and roadbed are being examined, as is the use of

stainless steel which requires no painting. Constant awareness of

these developments and appropriate application thereof in the system

is a means whereby the Authority can work toward its goal of ever

improving service at lowest possible costs. It is proposed that

funds be reserved in Other Projects for special studies with respect

to these developments.

It is proposed, also, that consumer preference and other market

studies be conducted.

Contingencies: In a program of this magnitude it is extremely

desirable to maintain a contingency fund to draw from as the
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funds available do not permit of a large contingency reserve, it is

proposed that $7.4 million be set aside for this purpose.

I. Cost Summary

A summary of the costs of the projects proposed for immediate action

is shown in Table 1

.

Table 1

ALLOCATION OF AVAILABLE FUNDS TO
IMMEDIATE ACTION PROGRAM

Estimated Cost
Capital Projects in Millions

A. Approved Projects and Other Committments

1. Station Modernization Program $ 9.1

2. Haymarket-Charlestown North Haymarket Sq.

to Charlestown 26.0

3. South Shore 43.5

South Station to North Braintree $41.0

Old Colony Right-of-Way Purchase 2.5

4. Railroad Service Contracts 5.0

5. Expansion Program Costs Prior to 3-31-66 3.0

6. Other Improvements Made to Existing Plant 2.0

Committed Projects, Sub-Total $ 88.6

B. Other Immediate Action Projects

1. Haymarket-Charlestown North Charlestown

to Malden-Melrose $ 49.0

2. South Shore 23.0

North Braintree to Weymouth

New Junction at South Boston

3. Cambridge Subway Extension 55.0

Harvard Square to Alewife Brook Pkwy.
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Table (Continued)

Estimated Cost
Capital Projects in Millions

B. Other Immediate Action Projects (cont'd)

4. Southwest Corridor $ 35.0

West Roxbury Extension

South Cove and Joint Highway Construction

5. Somerville Extension 9.0

Lechmere to Washington Street

6. Transit Vehicle Replacement 20.0

Riverside and East Boston lines & buses

7. Other Projects 12.0

Northwest bus garage, capital requirements of

existing plant, miscellaneous land acquisition,

minor station and parking improvements, pos-

sible acquisition of private carrier assets and

other special projects

8. Contingencies 7.4

Other Immediate Action Projects

Sub-Total $210.4

IMMEDIATE ACTION PROGRAM TOTAL. . $299.0
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CHAPTER VI

FINANCIAL PROGRAM

The Immediate Action Program is designed to meet the most important

needs for system expansion and modernization and to be the optimum way

in which to allocate the Authority's capital resources.

Earlier in this report the Authority's capital resources were identified in

brief. They presently are estimated to be $299 million including the $225

million of bond authorization available to the Authority. While the Im-

mediate Action Program would not be competed until 1969, the estimated

capital resources have not included all additional Federal transit funds

likely to become available before 1969. However, the estimate does in-

clude $11 million of Federal aid which has not yet been authorized by the

Congress but which is anticipated as the minimum which would be avail-

able from legislation now being considered.

With the Authority's financial needs for its Immediate Action Program for

capital improvements now clear, it will be necessary to develop in detail

a program of additional needs and procure additional financing. How-

ever, this task is beyond the scope of this report.

A. Schedule of Immediate Action Program.

The capital cost estimates referred to in Chapter V for the Immediate

Action Program are the product of preliminary engineering studies made

by the Authority's independent consulting engineering firms in collabora-

tion with the Authority's staff.

The engineering work represents varying degrees of detailed analysis.

For example, the first phase of the Haymarket-Charlestown project is

based upon completed construction plans and specifications; most phases

of the South Shore project are based upon advance preliminary engineer-

ing work, and some projects are based on early preliminary engineering

analysis.
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The estimated costs include earthwork, structures, track, signals, power,

stations, yards and shops, and rolling stock. They also include land

acquisition, site preparation, engineering and a contingency allowance.

The schedule for construction and operation is based upon engineering

estimates for the time required to design and build the various kinds of

route and station construction and new rolling stock and other equipment.

It also, however, represents a careful analysis of the timing demands of

other public works activities — such as the highway program and urban

renewal projects — and the systematic adjustment of existing operations.

The first major project of the Immediate Action Program — the first

phase of the South Shore line— can go into operation in late 1967 and the

entire Immediate Action Program can be completed in late 1969. The

schedule of beginning and completing projects shown in the Estimated

Construction Schedule Chart is subject to change as external events re-

quire but is the basis for the capital expenditure schedule.

B. Authority Bonds

The Authority will finance a portion of its development program by the

issuance of bonds of the Authority and it shall meet the debt service on

the bonds from state financial assistance, net operating revenues and, if

necessary, an assessment against the cities and towns of the Authority's

district. The Authority is authorized to issue bonds, to mature in not

more than 40 years, and to receive varying degrees of state financial aid

for the following purposes:

Item 1. To acquire, design and construct facilities and certain

equipment for express (i.e., rapid) transit service — excluding rolling

stock, yards and shops. This item can receive state aid for debt

service on 90 percent of the bonds issued.

Item 2. To acquire and design facilities and equipment, including

rolling stock and garages, for local (i.e., bus, trackless trolley or

surface streetcar) services, for itself or for least to an eligible

private company, and to finance claims for certain relief for private
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FIGURE 6
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transportation firms affected by Authority operations. This item can

receive state assistance for debt service on 50 percent of the bonds

issued.

Item 3. To finance agreements toprovide railroad commuter serv-

ice until December 31, 1967, in an amount not to exceed $5 million

of Authority bonds. (Up to an additional $5 million is available

directly from the cigarette tax fund.) Unless further such funds are

authorized, future agreements would be financed through current ex-

penses.

Item 4. To finance any other capital costs, including rolling stock,

garages, yards and shops for express service. Bonds issued for

this item are not eligible for state assistance.

In summary, all projects in the Immediate Action Program are believed

to be eligible items for issuance of bonds and, further, the statutory limits

of $145 million of state-assisted bonds and $80 million of non-state

assisted bonds willpresentnoproblems in financing the proposed Immedi-

ate Action Program.

The estimated construction schedule will require the funds from the avail-

able bond authorization approximately as shown in the following table:

Use of Funds from Authority Bonds

Year Ending Funds Needed* Funds Remaining

1965 $ Million $225 Million

1966 35 Million 190 Million

1967 60 Million 130 Million

1968 90 Million 40 Million

1969 40 Million Million

Total $ 225 Million

^Temporary Notes, rather than bonds, have provided capital

funds up to time of this report. The actual issuance of bonds
in the future relative to the need for funds is a technical matter
beyond the scope of this report and is based on market con-

ditions prevailing from time to time.
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The estimate assumes that $45 million of Federal transit aid as well as

the $12 million of approved Federal renewal funds are available at the

beginning of the program and that another $11 million of Federal transit

aid become available in 1967.

C. Federal Aid and Other Funds.

As noted earlier, the Authority has various applications for transit finan-

cial aid approved or in process with the U.S. Housing and Urban Develop-

ment Department. The full two-thirds amount of Federal aid that can be

sought on any approved project is available once the HUD Department is

satisfied that the Authority has complied with its requirements with re-

spect to comprehensive planning. Until that time, only 50 percent of an

approved project's cost is available through Federal aid.

The $9 million Station Modernization Program was approved in 1965 and

the Authority can receive up to one-half this amount at that time, and

expects to receive the full two-thirds after the comprehensive program

approval.

Two final applications have been filed and early approval is expected by the

Authority. The bus replacement program application is for $3.2 million.

The other is for $12 million for the first phase of the Haymarket-Charles-

town North project and would be in addition to the $12 million urban re-

newal aid now available for a total project aid of $24 million.

A preliminary application has been accepted by HUD for a fourth project,

the first phase of the South Shore line, South Station to North Braintree.

The Authority is now preparing the final application on this project and it

is expected that all remaining Federal transit funds available to the

Authority would be used when this application is approved.

The urban renewal funds in the amount of $12 million referred to above

have been obtained from the HUD Department by the Boston Redevelop-

ment Authority and, in turn, by an executed agreement between the BRA

and the Authority. The funds apply to specific portions of the first and

second phases of the Haymarket-Charlestown project.
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The funds obtained from the special disposal of the Bennett-Eliot yards

in Cambridge will also be applied to this Immediate Action Program.

For estimating purposes, the Authority's planning staff has assigned a

figure of $6 million from this source.

D. Operating Budget Impact

It is not generally realized that the Authority's rapid transit lines have

an operating profit. An initial analysis of the impact of the Immediate

Action Program on the express service operating budget has been made

and it indicates a substantial growth in gross revenues and a small

improvement in the operating surplus in rapid transit lines. New buses

and better routes should reduce maintenance and other costs in local

service and reduce that operating deficit.

However, at this time it is not practicable to make a firm estimate of

overall future operating revenues and cost due to two major uncertainties.

First are the bus and commuter railroad services, which will undergo

substantial adjustment. Second is the question as to what success the

Authority obtains in generally improving operations and in labor nego-

tiations .

Bus Changes. The metropolitan area does not now have an or-

ganized network of bus services, but this is to be corrected. There

are a number of heavily-used bus routes of the Authority which are

costly to operate. These costs will be reduced, in part, by rapid

transit extensions.

The Authority will begin, upon completion of the comprehensive

planning report, a large scale study of all bus operations in the

metropolitan area including the Authority's services. A complete

review and analysis will be made of the varied and inconsistent

fare structures now existing in the Authority's district toward the

end of making a more meaningful evaluation of the Authority's total

financial operating structure.
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E. Railroad changes.

Commuter railroad services are being sustained by special action of the

Legislature which makes it possible for the Authority to meet the large

operating losses under the agreements between the Authority and the

railroads. Until December 31, 1967, the special financial support is

available up to a total of $10 million, $5 million from Authority bonds and

$5 million in state assistance.

The purpose has been to give the Authority time to plan permanent, ade-

quate, economic services between the present commuter railroad com-

munities and Boston. As described in the Immediate Action Program,

it appears that retention of certain portions of the service can be the

most economic solution, if less costly operating procedures and work

practices can be agreed upon. Further, if unit costs are lowered suffi-

ciently because of the substantially different operating program including

attractive direct transfer into rapid transit cars, then a program of

equipment modernization as a second stage project would provide addi-

tional cost improvements.

The Authority's interest in creating a new kind of public transit- railroad

service may appear new to Boston, but there are parallels. Philadelphia

is expending considerable funds and effort to rebuild its commuter rail-

road facilities, including a downtown railroad subway. In New Jersey,

many of the railroad operations are to be overhauled, and some lines will

be routed into a new terminal on the New Jersey shore, with transfer to

a rapid transit line under the Hudson River and into Manhattan.

In Chicago, among several noteworthy efforts, is the Chicago Transit

Authority's Skokie Swift project which has many of the characteristics

of the proposal for the Authority's "railroad" service. It is on a rail-

road bed and runs at high speed from the outer suburbs to the outer end

of one of the rapid transit lines at which apoint passengers are provided

with a direct across-the-platform transfer between trains. It has been

highly effective and has been established as a permanent service after a

two-year experimental period.
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Summary. The Authority's new express routes are required,

to the extent practicable, to break even or better on operating costs

and revenue and this they will do. The operating estimates pre-

viously presented to the Advisory Board for the South Shore project

estimated a small operating profit by the end of the first year.

Staff estimates made on the other proposedprojectsshow that equal

or better operating returns are likely on those lines and, in sum-

mary, it is estimated at this time that the new express transit proj-

ects will increase the operatingprofit now obtained from the existing

rapid transit lines.

No specific proposals are contained in this report but it is clear

that the Legislature could reduce the deficit assessment for the

taxpayers of Metropolitan Boston by removing legal requirements

that are not needed for safety reasons nor to otherwise operate the

services. It could also become an important part of the question of

retention of commuter railroad services.
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PROPOSED
IMMEDIATE ACTION PROGRAM

To Be Completed in 1969

Key:

mmmmm Existing Rapid Transit

== Existing Rapid Transit To Be Removed In Future

^^^S Existing Facility To Be Upgraded

^^mh New Rapid Transit

==i=E New Rapid Transit In Construction

--=- Additional Right of Way Purchase

iluxjii (t) Railroad Service

• New Station

uimm Boston & Albany R.R.

Expressways, Existing & Programmed

^m (j) District

Not Shown: Existing and Future Bus Network, Surface Streetcar Routes.
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